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CHA.l?TER I 
. S!r!.TEMENT OF :PRO:BLEM 
~ REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
. This study ts an attempt to construct and evaluate a series of sixteen 
practice exercises the fUnction of which is the elimination of the 
dif'ficul ties in reading problems. For experimental purposes. twenty 
seventh grade pa.pils, controlled by an equated group, were selected in 
Watertown. Massachusetts. 
That there is need for special training in the reading of problems 
is evidenced by the fact that a pupil's performance in computation is 
usually far superior to that of problem-solving. Adequate training in the 
reading of' problems should result in noticeable improvement. 
Summaries of studies in this field show that there is a. fair degree 
of' positive relationship between reading achievement and reading and 
Jl./ 
solving problems in arithmetic. In appraising this problem, Stevenson-
states: 
The lack of general reading a.bili ty is a. serious handicap in 
solving arithmetic problems. - ~e correlation between these two 
abilities is about ·.52 ••.•• That the ability to read problems is not 
greatly different from the general reading ability is shown mu the 
high correlation of ;?8 between scores, on a. reading test in 
arithmetic and the scores on the Buckingham Scale for Problems in 
Arithmetic. 
lL P. R. Stevenson, "Difficulties in Problem Solving,'' 
Journal of' Educational Research, (February, 1925) vol. ll, p. 97. 
l 
Schools face the responsibility of training not only in basic 
reading abilities, but also in developing the specialized abilities needed 
~or the competent reading of each subject. The .high school mU.st face a 
twofold resps_>nsibility of providing corrective instruction in reading skills 
for the pupiis who have not developed essential abilities in the elementary 
.. 
grades for the understanding and organization of printed materials, and of 
developing during the high school experience, fundamental skills upon new 
and higher levels. 
The need for specialized training in mathematics is stated by Leary 11 
who appraises the problem as follo~: 
Not only is the reading of mathematics different in many respects 
from the reading of non-mathematical material, but it is also more 
meticulous, more careful, more fatiguing and hence "hairder" for the 
average student. To read :problems calls for a.ri entire set of special 
abilities~ :Pupils have not a.cqtll.red the habit of intensive reading. 
They read mathematical :problems casually, omitting data, overlooking 
key words, making wrong i_nterpreta.tions, faH.ing to recognize even 
the most familiar terms or forgetting them immediat-ely after reading; 
neglecting to analyze; and see relationships between parts, miss·ing 
essential meanings. They are helpless at unusual :problems, super-
. fluous or insufficient data, or by the necessity to scrutinize data 
for any considerable time before choosing and arranging ~em for 
solution. 
In considering educational psychology, it is implied that training 
is of value in a learning process which involves thinking. Thorndike £:.L 
makes the following statement: 
Reasoning or selective, inferential thinking is not at all opposed 
to or independent of the laws of habit, but really is their 
necessary result under the conditions imposed by man's nature and 
1 :Bernice E. Leary, "Meeting Specific Problems in Content Fields, n 
47th Yearbook of the National Societ:v for the Study of Education,· Part II, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago 37, Illinois, 1948, p. 150. 
2 E. L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Arithmetic, Macmillan Compa.J.V, 
NewYork, 1922, p. 190. 
2 • 
training~ A. closer examination of selective thinking will show that 
no principle beyond the laws of readiness, exercise, and e.ffect are 
needed to expla~n it. 
In formulating a few general principles applicable to the solution. of 
]./ 
practically all types of arithmetic problems~ Newcomb considered the 
psychological basis of reasoning as the. most plausible solution. He states: 
That reasoning is no longer regarded as a mysterious faculty of 
abstraction, but is rather in a very large measure subject to laws. of 
habit much the same as other mental and p~sical activity, is at 
present a generally accepted fact. 
?d_ . 
Newcomb, in 1922, found that teaching the pupils a met~od of attacking the 
solution of a problem yielded excellent results. He suggeststhe following 
method: 
Some desirable .habits by which it was thought the pUJ1il might profit 
in solving problems are: reading problems over carefully and 
thoughtfully before attempting a solution, looking up the meaning of 
a:ny unfamiliar word, a.nalyz:ing a.nd arranging data given in an orderly 
manner, determining the precise data r..aquired, selecting in the proper 
order, the various processes necessary to effect a solution, deciding 
beforehand a reasonable result to expect, carefully checking or 
evaluating the final result· secured. 
:IlL 
In 1922:, Wilson found that noticeable improvement in the reading of 
problems resulted from the use of exercises in: 
(1) Estimating answers and judging absurdities. (i) Restating sentences substituting warda for those which were 
underlined, In this wa;y the difficUlty of such arithmetic phrases 
as "at the rate of," tttotal, n and navera.gen could be ascertained. 
1 R. S. Newcomb, "Teaching Pupils How to Solve Problems in Arithmetic.tt 
Elementary School Journal! (November, 1922), vol. 2~. pp.lB~-184. 
2 Ibid., P• 184 
3i .Estaline Wilson, "Improving the A.bility to Read Arithmetic Problems," 
El-ementary School .Journal, (January. 1922) vol. 22, PP• SS0-386. 
(3) 
(4) 
Discovering how many difficulties were due to incomplete 
comprehension or to the skipping of words which are crucial to 
the correct solution of the problem. 
Reading the problem and indicating the processes necessary to 
its solutien .. 
To be successful in reading problems the pupil must acquire skil1 in 
reading arithmetical numerals. Psychologists have proven that this is not 
JL 
as simple a task as may be assumed. Terry, for example, in 1922, found 
that numerals make a greater demand upon the attention of the reader than 
do the accompanying words, perhaps because the combinations of digits in 
numerals are constantly changing, whereas, the compound letters of words 
remain fixed. His findings show that areader makes a greater number of 
regressions, perceives a smaller number of digits than of letters in an 
average fixation, and, in general, pauses longer on numerals than on words. 
To allow for the attention that numerals demand, two readings of verbal 
..& 
problems are recommended. Terry has made the following suggestions for 
re-reading: 
1. Pupils should be taught to distinguish be~een the first reading 
and the re-reading phases in their attack on problems. 
2. They should learn to consider numerals and the accempanying 
descriptive conditions as different elements of a problem and 
separable for reading purposes. 
3. During the first reading they should d~vote their entire attention 
to the conditions of the problem. 
4. At the same time skill should be developed in partial reading of 
·numerals. 
5. While this skill is being acquired, pupils should be apprised of 
the essential similarity between the conditions of the problem and 
such details of the numerals as are perceived by partial reading. 
1 Paul w. Terry, How Numerals Ar...e Read: An .Experimental Study of Isolated 
Numerals and Numerals in Arithmetic Problems, Supplemen-
tary Educational Monographs. No. 18, Chicago; Dept. of 
Education; University of Chicago, 1922 
2 Ibid.. p. 101 
4 
1/ 
In 1925, Banting stated the teacher's need £or definite and concrete 
material in preference to psychological principles to be employed in the 
teaching of problem-solving. Following an investigation of the causes of 
_difficulties in solving .:problems .• he compiled a comprehensive list of 
twenty-four items which include all the causes of failure.·.in the grades 
below the junior high school in the Waukesha Public Schools in Wisconsin. 
T.his list together with the detailed suggestions for eliminating each 
difficulty, provides the teacher with a valuable ref'erence. 
2/ 
Banting stresses the need for special training in the reading of' 
problems. He states: 
The important thing to consider is that the skill. required to 
read a problem should be developed not in the arithmetic class. 
but in the silent reading lessons .... It is the business of the 
reading class to prepare the pupil to read the problem in 
Arithmetic ••• Give special dril1 in silent reading to the pupils 
in any grade who show lack of general ability to comprehend prob-
lems. 
One of' the few studies in which the results were interpreted in 
y 
terms of the mental levels of the pupils was made by Stevenson in 1925 • 
. 
In a survey made by thirty-two elementary teachers, the following causes of 
difficulty in problem-solving were found: 
(1.) physical defects, {2.) lack o:f mentality, . 
(5.) lack of skill in fundamentals, 
(4.) inability to read which, of necessity, affects the ability 
to read arithmetic problems, 
(5.) lack of general and technical vocabulary, and 
( 6.) lack of proper method or technique for attacking problems. 
1 G-. 0. Banting. ''The Elimination of Difficulties in Reasoning, n 
Second Yearbook, Dew.rtment of Elementary School 
Frincipals, National Education A~sociation, Washington, 
D. C.,_ 1925, pp. 411-421. 
2 Tb'id~; : . , PP• 415-414. 
5 ~Cit., pp. 95-105. 
5 
In this ex~eriment the ~ollowing types o~ reading exercises yielded 
satis~actory results especially with the slow learning child. 
1. T~aching a de~ini i;:e method o~ attack, telling what facts are 
given, what questions are asked, what, the a~~ro:x:imatez-,, answer 
would be. 
2.. Solving ~roblems without numbers such as, ni~ you know the cost o~ 
an a~:ple, how would you ~ind the cost o~ several apples'?n 
~;. Teaching the vocabulary used in :problems. The pu~ils should state 
the problems in their own words, and in as many di~~erent ways as 
possible, while s~ecial attention should be given to technical 
words, such as ~. salary, per cent, dea1er, commission, etc. 
4. Dramatizing ~roblems re~erring to measurement, e. g. pints, 
quarts, inches, feet, area, etc. 
5. Giving a large variety o~ problems ~rom li~e situations. (Make u:p 
individual :problems) 
6. Giving individual instruction. An excel.lent rule in arithmetic 
:problems as in other subjects is to ~ind out what the pupil needs 
and see that he gets it. For e:x:am~le, i~ he has vocabulary 
di~ficulties and cannot estimate an~ers, give him special 
instruction in these two phases. 
1J 
Lessenger, in 1925, reports an extensive ~rogram :for the improvement 
of r~ding which resulted in an equally great improvement in the reading 
of words and symbols in arithmetic although no s~ecial training was given 
in this subject. He states, nArithmetical com~utation, although seemingly 
~arther divorced from reading than from the solution o~ verbal problems, 
does involve certain specific skills in the field of reading. The writer 
was brought ~ace to ~ace with certain striking :facts concerning the role o~ 
2/ 
reading as a ~actor in solving examples in arithmetic~ 
This :program was in the ~orm of an investigation of achievement-
quotient technique in t~e public schools of Radcliff, Iowa. It was 
conducted by Pro~essors Ruch and Horn o~ the ~University of Iowa. During 
the investigation, em~hasis was placed u~on instruction in reading with 
1 w. Lessenger, r~ReadingDi:f~iculties in Arithmetic Computation," 
Journ&l. of Educational .Research, (April, 1925), 
vol. 11, ~P· 287-29·l· 
2 Op. Cit., :p. 287 
no variation from the typical program for arithmetic or any other school 
subject. 
The pupils were given the Stanford Achievement Tests, Forms A, B, 
and A at the beginning, middle and closing of the school year. The gains 
in arithmetical computation (fDom li years to 2 years) were as great or 
greater than those in reading, although reading had received additional 
motivation and instruction. In a detailed study of errors in the initial 
and final testing a considerable proportion were found to be the result of 
misreading the directions for the examples. These directions were given in 
words or symbols. rn the initial testing pupils were penalized approxi-
mately six months for faulty reading. The effects of a yearrs intensive 
training in reading show a mean loss due to faulty reading to be but 
seven-tenths of a month. 
1/ 
Lessenger concludes: 
Gains in arithmetic due to the training in reading are large 
enough to be statistically significant, and the conclusion that 
specific training in the reading of the instructions for the 
solution of examples would eliminate almost completely errors of 
the type under discussion seems to be uncontrovertible ••••••• 
The desirability of specific training in the reading of signs 
which show the operation to be used, and instruction in 
arithmetical computation is clearly indicated. The actual skills 
in reading which were emphasizedduring the period of this study 
included the ability to focus attention upon key words and on 
technical signs, the ability to focus combinations in one eye~ 
pause, to read unimportant parts hurriedly. etc. 
2/ 
In 1926, Washburne and Qsborne report the results of an extensive 
( 
study to detel:'Inlne the merits of three methods of training children to:· 
il Op. Cit., P• 289 
12 c. w. Washburne, and R. Osborne, "Solving Arithmetic Problems," 
Elementary School Journal, (December, 1926), vo~. 27, pp. 219-226 
and 296-505. 
solve problems. The cooperation of eighteen different schools was enlisted. 
involving the reco~ds of 763 children in ·Grades VI and VIII. The authors: 
express the following comment: 
The results indicate that training in the seeing of analogies 
(stating a problem in simpler terms or with simpler numbers) appears to be 
e~ual to or slightly snperior to training in formal analysis for the 
superior half of the children; analysis appears to be decidedly superior 
to a.nalogy for the lower half, but merely giving many problems wi1ihout ~ 
special techni~ue of analysis or the seeing of analogies appears to be 
decidedly the most effective method of all. ~/ 
Among the list of recommendations the authors suggest that a systematic 
attack should be made on the 'teaching of problem-solving. This would 
include the use of specially constructed reading exercises on elements in 
problem-solving, the teaching of techni~ues in problem-solving, and the 
solution of many problems that are within the experience and comprehension 
. ~ ... 
of the pupils, ·and in the solution of which they would be interested. The 
problems should arise naturally in the activities of the school and communi~ 
in which number is needed in its normal setting. In this way the pupils 
y 
~ learn to apply the processes being taught as they are applied in life. 
That there is need for special training in the reading of each subject 
y 
is stressed by Gray who states that a pupil needs facility in the rapid, 
exact reading of subject matter more than he needs any other type of reading 
ability that he may be led to ac~uire. The reader must .be able to use and 
understand the vocabulary of each subject. The type of expression, and the 
turn of a phrase vary in different subjects. ~ch employs its ov~.n signs, 
1 Ibid., p. 296 
2 Ibid., p. 301 
3 Olive Gray, nTeaching Pupils to Read Arithmetic and Other Subject llatter, 
Elementary School Journal, (April, 1926) 
vol. 26, 607-608. 
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symbols, technical expressions, charts, and other for~ of thought 
re~resentation. The experience that lies back of the content of each 
subject must be illuminat~d for the reader before he can comprehend what he 
reads. 
Concerning the background needed for the successful reading of 
1/ ~roblems in arithmetic.· G-ray says, "Perha~s nothing increases the abili 
of pu~ils to read arithmetic understandingly more than do the possession of 
a large fUnd of information about the situations which arithmetic problems 
express, and a contact with these situations." 
The correct pronunciation of words is a phase of reading which is 
y 
not found in many studies concerning the reading of proble~, but G:ray 
emphasizes its im~ortance as follows: 
Ability to pronounce clearly and correctly words that are 
commonly encountered is considered essential to facility 
in reading. In some kinds of subject matter one may get 
thought. from words which one is unable to pronounce. It 
the thought must be discussed with others or if the ideas 
:must be handled in ~ractical WJ.ys, as is the case in 
arithmetic probl~ ~ uncertainty about the pronunciation 
of the words is a distinct handicap. Distinctions between 
meanings of similar words are lost. Thought shifts from 
the idea to the troublesome word that expresses it, even if 
the meaning is a~prehended ••• Habitually correct pronun-
ciation of the vocabulary commonly used in arithmetic is 
. important. 
y 
Gray also states the importance of practice in reading symbols 
and abbreviations. She- makes ihis statement: 11Pu~ils ~rofit by practice 
in finding and reading instantly the symbols and abbreviations used in 
arithmetic. All ~upils should understand what is implied when these are 
used.n 
1 Ibid •• p. 508. 
2 Ibid., p. 509. 
5 Ibid. t ~- 612. 
9 
The advantage of a fa.milia.r situation in problem-solving was demonstrate· 
1/ 
in an experiment by Washburne and Morphet who tested 441 fifth grade 
children in the public schools in Illinois. Eight pairs of problems 
containing familiar a.nd unfamiliar si tu.a.tions were used. The children 
received a higher score on problems involving the ~ore ~amiliar, childlike 
situations, The authors offer the following criteria: 
1. The situation should be familiar and childlike i9 e., one in 
which the child can easily imagine himself as being. 
2. The principal character in each problem should have a reason for 
solving it -- i. e., if the child were in the situation described 
in the problem, he would feel a real need for finding the 
solution for whichthe problem calls. 
5. The vocabulary and sentence structure of the problem should of 
course,be within the reading ability of t~e child who is expected 
to solve it. 
2/ 
In 1929, Brueckner reports that the improvement of ability to solve 
problems correctly depends on accurate reading of the verbal statement, 
correct comprehension of its meaning. selection of the correct process or 
processes, and accurate performance of the computations involved. He fee 
that teachers should utilize more fUlly the many natural situations that 
arise in the activities of the school to illustrate the concrete 
application of the arithmetic processes. 
~/ 
In concluding);: Brueckner expresses his opinion of the value of 
reading exercises as a method of improving comprehension in the reading of 
problems as follows: 
~st of the experiments on the possibility of improving the 
ability of pupils to solve problems have dealt with the 
1. C. Washburne and M. Morphet, ''Unfamiliar Situations as a Difficulty 
in Solving Arithmetic :Problems," Journal of Educational Research. 
(October, 1928), vol. 18. pp. 220-226. 
2. Leo .T. Brueckner, nimproving Work in :Problem-Solving, rr Elementary 
English Review, (May, 1929), vol. VI, PP• 156-159~-· 
:;. Ibid. t 1?· 159. 
10 
effectiveness of the use of various types of reading exercises in 
problem solving. In ge1.1eral it mey be said that a marked growth in 
-problem-solving ability has resulted from the use of such exercises. 
1/ . 
A study of individual cases was made by Chase, and reported in 1929. 
Seventeen of the fifty four cases recommended by the teachers of the 
Fordson Junior High School were selected for intensive study. These 
pupils were of normal or above normal intelligence, and were failing in 
arithmetic. For each of the individuals a detailed case history was 
prepared by the classroom teacher. 
This investigation was an effort to discover the ·sort of synapse, 
mental tendency, or maladjustment which was constantly producing errors 
instead of accuracy. It was felt that corrective exercises had not 
reached the origin of the difficulty which was :resulting in error and 
improper habits of reasoning even after years of training. 
£/ 
Chase summarizes the results of the study as follows: 
Improper reasoning habits, faulty reading, andweak comprehension 
were found to be responsible for most difficulties and failure. 
In three cases difficulty was due to rapid, rote reading; others 
experienced serious difficulty by reason of an inadequate 
vocabulary and a lack of knowledge of the meaning of words common 
to arithmetic. 
Additional causes of failure were: lack of development and drill 
in the correlated ~rocesses of analysis and synthesis, lack of 
training in estimatfng answers; lack of organizing power or abilit~ 
to do consecutive thinking; lack of capacity or training in 
inductive reason!~g; short attention span; and lack of initiative 
and self-confidence. 
1~ V. E. Chase, rrniagnosis and Treatment of Some Common Difficulties in 
Solving Arithmetic Problems,tt .Journal of Educational Research, 
(Dec~mber, 1929), vol 20, pp. ~~5-342. 
2 Ibid-. p. 341. 
11 
1/ 
Chase conclud.es: "It is apparent from this ex:periment that marked 
improvement can be brought about by the a:p:plication of corrective treat-
ment based u:pon a systematic study and diagnosis of individual difficulties~ 
1:.1 
A study based on ty:pe difficulties was made by Georges in 1929. 
Pu.:pils in the first year of Junior High School, University of Chicago . 
(University High School) were observed as they computed :problems during 
supervised study :periods. The teacher noted :passages that caused difficultY~. 
A :personal interview was then conducted by James McCallister who observed 
pupils as they tried to solve :problems. ~he reactions of the :pupils. in 
reading, interpreting descriptive material, executing directions, solving 
:problems were carefully noted. Classifications were made as to whether 
·errors were due to non-formation of general reading habits, or :pecu.Iiar. to 
mathematical content. The results revealed that reading difficulty due to 
mathematical terminology was :predominmnt. 25.4% of the difficulties were 
caused by mathematical vocabulary, and 18.8% by symbols and notations. 
The :following is a list of the difficulties which·were found to be 
most :prevalent: 
1. Difficulties in understanding and i~ter:preting a statement. 
2. Inability to interpret author's illustrative material because 
of lack of mathematical a:p:perce:ptive mass. 
3. Difficulties due to·lack of intensity in reading. 
4. Difficulties due to lack of :preciseness in reading. 
1 Ibid., :p. 542 
2 J. S. Georges, ''The Nature of Difficulties Encountered in Reading 
Mathematics, n School Review. (March 1929), vol. XXXVII, J?J?• 217-226 
12 
5. Difficulties arising from inability to analyze. 
6. Difficulties arising from manner in which exercise is stated. 
1/ 
Georges concludes his re~ort by saying: 
~he determination of type difficulties in reading mathematics is 
essential to the teacher who is interested in having his :pu.~ils form 
accurate and efficient reading~bits. ~o know in general that there 
are reading di.fficul ties connected with the teaching of mathematics 
is not enough. One must know in ~articv~ar what these difficulties 
are in order to use that knowledge to ~lan remedial and corrective 
work. Systematic corrective work must be based on de.finite in.form-
ation, not gues~ork. 
_y_ 
McCallister investigated the reading di.f.ficulties encountered by pupils 
in Grades VII -VIII in studying American history, mathematics and general 
science. He observed that they read su~erficially and neglected to 
associate or compare descri~tive material vdth explanatory figures. A 
study of the errors indicated the need for the following types of guidance 
in reading: 
1. Guidance in the methods o.f attack required bytlle reading 
activities. 
2. Guidance in the recognition of relations in other forms of 
thinking required by the reading activities. 
3. Guidance in the ~ractice of review. 
4. Guidance in overcoming difficulties with vocabulary. 
5. Guidance in accurate interpretation. 
'A_/ 
MCCallister found that the ~upils im~roved when they were made 
conscious of their errors. Re states, ''In order to stimulate the ~u~ils to 
read more intensively, the instructor pre~ared the foliowing directions for 
study which he included in the mimeographed i,nstructions for the next unit. fl 
1 Ibid •• p 22.6. 
2 James M. McCallister, nGuiding Pupils Reading Activities in the Study o.f 
Content Subjects.n Elementary School Journal, (December, 1950), vol. 31, 
p. 275. . 
3 Loc.Cit, 
15 
l. Read all descriptive or explanatory material several times. 
2. Ee sure that you understand every point. Vfuen possible, trace 
points by reference to figures.· 
3. Do not pass over any symbol or expression which you do not 
understand. 
4. Read carefully and accurately_at all times. 
He discusses the importance of guidance' by stating that it may be 
effectively carried out by associating it closely with the regular study 
activities of the course. Improvement in the regula::r- work of the course, 
independent effort, and self-confidence result when the elassroo~ teacher 
provides this guidance in the reading of his particular subject. 
1/ . 
McCallister·refers to this topic by saying: 
Each content course provides opportunity for developing new reading 
habits and skills. Because of the varied character of the instruction-
al materials assigned in different courses, and of the varied 
techniques of teaching employed, pu:pils encounter numerous ty:pes of 
reading activities. The performance of these activities leads to 
greater reading ability, and to increased effectiveness of study 
habits. These activities should be guided carefully and :purposefully 
in order that pu;pils may .grow continually in :p·ower to study inde:pend-
ently. 
In 1931, M:i tchell experimented on the value of problem-analysis in 
training :pupils to solve written reasoning J>r·oblems. Form.I of uArit-hmetic 
Reasoning Test of Public Schools Achievement ~eats'' was administered to 
117 pupils. o>f grad.es seven and eight. The difficulty of the various 
problems was determined on the basis of the number of pupils failing to 
give correct solutions. The five most difficult problems were analyzed 
and constructed into another test which included analytical questions. 
1 Ibid., 1>· 284. 
2 Claude JJlitchell, "Problem Analysis and Problem-Solving in Arithmetic.u 
Elementary School J,ournal, (February, 1931), vol. 32, :p. 465. 
14 
In the ~irst test on these ~ive problems the average number solved correctly 
by Grade VII was 0.45 o~ a problem. When the problems appeared with 
analytical questions in the second test, the average number solved by the 
same pupils was 1.26 problems. 
11 
In commenting on these results Mitchell states: 
.A:ny conclusions drawn..~ from the study o~ such a small group would, 
o~ course, have little scientific value, but, so far as this 
limited group makes them valid, the following conclusions may be 
mentioned. 
(1) Detailed analytical questions on problems seem to aid the 
pupil in the solution ot the problems. (2) Since for many 
teachers the textbook is the sole guide in the teaching of arith-
metic, the results given indicate that more arithmetical analyses 
of problems would be a valuable addition to textbooks in arithmetic. 
That there are specific skills. requiring scientific methods of 
teaching in order to ~acilitate the reading o:f mathematics is a fact that is 
...J:L. 
demonstrated by Strang who. states, nTraining in the reading o~ graphs and 
charts is needed in science and mathematics to a greater extent. than in 
English and history. u She also states that the pupil must acquire skill. in 
grasping what is rrgiven, n what is to be found, and in drawing conclusions 
from given premises. To read mathematics in which the facts are closely 
packed together, and the dependence of one fact upon another is strictly 
involved requires a different method and rate of reading than the pupil 
ordinarily employs. 
3/ 
In discussing the causes of failure in reading problems, Strang 
gives the following examples: 
1 Ibid., p. 466. 
2 Ruth Strang, Problems in the Improvement of Reading in High School and 
College. Science Press Printing Company, LancaRter, Pennsylvania, 1938, 
pp. 58, 59, 111. 
3 Ibid., p. 111. 
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Failure in getting facts may be due to unf'amiliari ty with the 
precise meaning of terms; to inability to distinguish between dependent and 
independent clauses; to neglect of. a single word, or phrase as !!Q!!., then, 
but, sold, bought, less than, opposite, SEQ.; or in reading too rapidly, 
assuming perhaps that the problem is just like a previous one. 
11 
T.his author reports that a method of reading problems which has proven 
satisfactory is to instruct the pupils to read first by paragraphs, then by 
sentences, clauses~ phrases, and modi!Ying words; and finally to translate 
the sentences into mathematical symbols. 
She commends the use of drills in reading problems to get clearly in 
mind the facts, the numbers, and the relationships to be studied. Reference 
is made to a. teacher who has been successful in teaching the reading of' 
problems by using three words. in giving an assignment: read, study, know. 
Separate pages of problems from old arithmetic books were used as practice 
exercises in reading problems. Without doing any computation, pupils were 
asked to state what was gi~en, What was to be found, and the process to be 
used. 
' __u 
In concluding, Strang states: 
Experience ~s shown that students at various levels of' reading 
efficiency~ greatly improve their achievement, and also, 
that improvement in specific phases of reading is most readily 
attained not by general admoni tiona to read more carefully, but 
by specific practice in the ability to be developed. The best 
results are obtained When students participate eagerly and 
intelligently in continuous and highly motivated reading 
activities ••••• In general, classroom teachers can help their 
students improve their study and reading methods by training 
them in the most effective methods of attack on different readi 
activities, helping them to recognize relationships, and to 
perform the various forms of thinking required, helping them to 
build a precise knowledge of important technical words in the 
1 Loc. Cit. 
2 Ibid •• p. 112 
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field, and helping them to recognize their deficiencies, and the need 
for accurate interpretation of the material which they read. 
1/ 
McKee, in 1941, emphasizes the need for assisting pupils in mastering the 
e §>pacific skills required in reading content material. lie states:: 
11 The understanding which ao·per cent of the pupils in average class 
achieve in reading the textbook in any content subject is almost 
unbelievably vague and incorrect. Scores of pupils and students 
simply do not have the meaning or concepts that symbols in their 
textbooks represent. I know of no way to teach a student how to read 
those symbols except by helping him.to construct the needed concepts 
before he attempts to read the selection in which they are used." 
The reading of mathematics must be slow and interpretive in order to noiE 
and weigh details, follow directions, and organize factual contents, drawing 
inferences from them. This important phase of problem-reading is mentioned 
£:./ 
by Bond and Bond. They state that a student must learn to differentiate 
his reading speed, so that he consciously uses a rate that enables him to 
comprehend fully what he is reading. 
In referring to the role of the mathematics teacher, these authors 
feel that he should contribute to the developmental reading growth of his 
students by training them in the work-study reading techniques which are 
necessary for achievement in mathematics. lie can assist the student still 
further by guiding him in~ (1) learning the precise meanings of words as 
they are used in mathemat~cs, (2) avoidlng giving undue weight to one word 
in a problem, (3) reading and correlating pictorial, tabular, and verbal 
material, (4) distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant facts, (5) 
including all necessary steps., and (6) relating previous material to that 
being read. 
1 Paul McKee, "The Problem of Meaning in Reading," English Journal, (March, 
1941), vol. XXX, pp. 220-221. 
2 Guy Bond and Eva Bond, Developmental Reading in High School, The 
MacMillan Company, N. Y., 1941, pp. 185-189. 
1/ 
In another study~ Bond and Bond illustrate the advantage in training 
the child to visualize the problem. They state: 
11Reading to :form a visual impression is a type o:f reading in 
arithmetic that is very important. Many :problems in the modern 
textbooks are related to construction activities or to 
measurement activities o:f one sort or another. The description 
will be o:f little value to the child who has not developed the 
ability to visualize as he reads. The ability to visualize the 
problem -- that is, to see the field that is being measured, to 
see the wall that is being papered -- is an aid to its solution. 
Such problems are :frequently met in ~:fe situations. so the child 
mu.st be prepared to read them understanp:ingly." 
2/ 
Leary, in 1948, emphasizes the need :for acquiring skill in reading 
dif:ferent types o:f material. She states that the efficient· reader must be 
able to shi:ft from simple, easy content to solid~ compact material. H e 
nrn.st be able to adapt his ·reading meth~ds to his own needs by defining his 
purpose in advance. His purpose guides and controls his approach. 
:Q_/ 
In re:ference to the reading of mathematics. she states: 
"Important as it is for the student to recognize mathematical 
words and symbols, this is not all o:f reading. Mathematics, 
like other subject matter, requires the reader to understand 
symbols and words in context in order to capture the author's 
thought. To extricate the meaning of all the facts so that one 
~ raspDnd intelligently ~o them requires intensive reading --
examining and interpreting numerical facts, weighing meanings. 
recognizing relations before establishing an equation, and 
analyzing the equation to determine the operations needed." 
Stressing the .importance of operational symbols in the reading of 
!_/ 
mathematics, Leary says: 
Mathematical language involves, also, certain standard 
1 Guy Bond and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read. The Macm:illan Company, 
N.Y., 1943, p. 278. 
2 Op. Cit. p. 150. 
3 Ibid., ,P• 153 
4 Ibid •• p. 152. 
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operational symbols for plus, minus~ .times, divided by, roots, 
power; symbols of grouping, such as parenthesis; and of relation-
ship, such as equals, greater than, etc. These operational 
symbols, again quoting Hogben, are the real workers of the 
mathamatiosl sentence. They tell the student what he is to do, 
in the same way that useful verbs operate in gra.rnmar. 
Among the causes of difficulty in reading problems listed by this author 
the following appear to be the most significant: 
1. Failure to lookup references mentioned in the statement. 
2. Difficulty arising from manner in which exercises are stated. 
3. Lack of apperceptive mass in mathematics, (inability to understan 
mathematical literature) If a process is not known or a principl 
·not mastered, reading becomes meaningless. 
4. Inability to grasp full meani.ng of a statement, a difficulty 
which is more serious in mathematics than in any other subject. 
5. Reading wrong inter~retation or confusion resulting from reading 
more than the intended interpretation, or substitution of his own 
method. 
6. Inability to analy~e - break up a statement into several parts. 
'L/ 
In concluding, the author suggests that practice be given in the 
abilities which characterize reflective thinking. These abilities would 
include: studying a problem and recognizing the factors on which the 
solution depends, evaluating data and dltawing inferences, making a mental 
summary, distinguishing between hypothesis and conclusions, and estimating 
an answer. 
£:._/ 
Semmelmeyer, in 1949, states that the difficulties which pupils are 
encountering in reading problems are due to the fact that teachers and 
textbook writers are using abstractions which have very little meaning to 
the child. Vfuen words refer to objects or situations at some time present 
to the senses, the meaning is simple, but the difficulty lies in the fact 
that the higher-order abstractions go farther and farther from realities 
l Ibid •• p. 161. 
2 .Madeline Semmelmeyer, nExtensional Methods in Dealing with Abstractions 
in Reading_Ma.thematics,n Elementary School Journal, September, 1949). 
vol. 50, p. 28. 
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or concrete experiences. The author feels that whenever possible~ the 
abstraction must be reduced to a concrete level, and must be interpreted in 
terms of things and actions. She states~ nChildren will never be able to do 
real thinking in terms of abstractions alone. With only a generalization 
in mind, no problem can be either real or meaningful •••• If we are to 
rega.l:d reading as the reconstruction of the facts behind the symbols, as 
KOxzybski has defined it, we m~t take into consideration the childts 
background of experience that gives meaning to the symbols_." 
She states further that practically all the words in a child t s 
vocabulary when he enters school have been acquired through direct, 
firsthand experience. Verbalism, is a disease which is usually caught in 
schools. 
In considering the linguistic issues that the semanticists have 
1/ 
been emphasizing during the past few years, Semmelmeyer states: 
For some time the semanticists have stressed the enormous 
implications in the word meaning. They have emphasized that 
words have no meaning in themselves; that the child does not 
get meaning from the printed page. If he has an adequate 
experiential background, he is able to put meaning into reading 
•••• _ •• Words have meaning only when someone gives them meaning •• 
In applying this consideration to the reading of arithmetic, the 
2/ 
au,thor states, 11As far as arithmetic is concerned, the word meaning has 
a two-fold connotation. It refers on the one hand, to the meaning of 
number itself~ an~understanding of the number system and its interrelation-
ships. On the other hand, meaning refers to the social significance which 
the situations in which number is applied have for the learner." 
1 .IQ1Q.,.' J?· 29.-
2 ~·» p. 31. 
20. 
1/ 
Semmelmeyer realized the pupil's inadequate background concerning 
meaning in arithmetic when the results of an Arithmetic Survey Test 
revealed that the work in measurement was far less satisfactory than the 
work in a;ny other aspect of arithmetic. Measurement had little meaning. 
An experiment in extensionalization was conducted to develop an 
understanding of~. volume, circumference, and perimeter. Following a 
survey of their backgrounds, the pupils were guided ia the construction of 
original problems arising from their own experi~nces. They learned that 
the experiences which gave the symbols meaning were mo.re important thaD.:: 
the symbols. Pupils observed more and verbalized less. The author 
concluded that there should be less emphasis on symbols and more on what 
the child means when he uses the symbols in order to develop a democratic -
not a patterned mind. 
In 1950, the Southern Section of the California State Committee on 
2/ 
Developmental Reading made their findings available. They stress, 
emphatically, the need of reading instruction in all classes, increasing 
proficiency by developing reading-study skills 'in connection with all 
activities of the school day. Such a program requires the cooperation of 
each teacher who must aid pupils in using efficiently the reading-study 
skills necessary for proficiency in reading the content subjects. 
A reference is made to a bulletin of the New York State Department 
3/ 
of Education concerning the·responsiaaity of teachers 9f subjects other 
than English: 
l Ibid •• p. 31. 
2 California State Department of Education, "Improving Reading Instruction 
in the Secondary Schools,n The :Bulletin of the National Association of 
Secolldary-School Principals, (February, 1950), vol. 34, p. 9. 
3 New York State Department of Education, "Reading in the Secondary School 
21. 
Program, u University of the State of New York., :Bulletin No.ll85,A.pril 1, 
======ll===l~94~0~=A=l=b~a~gy~=':.J~N. Y •• The University: of the Sta:t_e o_t_N_e.YL.York P:r:e..s_s_J,M_o_,~~-2_0~~ •~====== 
The teachers o~ special subjects may be expected to be responsible 
~or teaching pupils in their classes the special vocabularies as 
well as the special reading techniques of these subjects. In 
science and mathematics~ particularly, the newness and special-
ized meanings o~ many terms offer pit~alls for the pupil. It 
may help ~or pupils to recognize that grasping a new fact or 
process often means the simultaneous acquisition of a new word 
to express it. Other ways in which teachers may assist pupils 
with these subjects include: emphasizing the need for accurate 
interpretation of content; insisting upon the mastery o~ new 
terms when met; requiring particular attention to the definition 
of terms provided by the authors of the content read; referring 
to the dictionary for terms not otherwise clear; trying to 
foresee special di~ficulties and dealing with them in advance; 
training pupils to reread passages for comprehension of unfamiliar. 
terms; leading pupils as rapidly as possible to independence in 
their study. 
In re~erring specifically to mathematics 1 The Southern Section of the 
_1/ 
California State Committee on Developmental Reading states that the 
reading in this ~ubject is an intensive:i painstaking, and relatively slow 
type by which the reader ts made aware of the slightest detail in words 
or symbols. Since mathematics material usually contains very little that 
is superfluous or non-essential, skimming or careless reading may easily 
confuse the reader, and result in incorrect concepts or computation. 
2/ 
In concluding, this committee states, nThe specialized vocabulary o~ 
mathematics is a major stumbling block to the reader. n In re~erring again 
to the teacher of mathematics, they express the following opinion: nThe 
teacher of mathematics mu2t realize that the teaching of reading is as 
important in mathematics as is the teaching o~ computation.n 
Since educational psychology implies that reasoning is the result of 
habit, this experiment is an attempt to improve the specific skills 
required in the reading of problems in mathematics. For the purpose o~ 
bringing about this improvement, sixteen exercises were constructed. 
1 Op. Cit. PP• 13-14. 
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PL.A.N OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Selection of Groups 
Forty pupils, selected from four seventh grades in Watertown, 
~ssachusetts, participated in this s~. The experimental group, 
comprised of twenty pupils in one seventh grade? was controlled by twenty 
pupils from three other seventh grades. 
Construction of Practice Exercises 
The problems in these exercises were written to appeal to the 
interests of boys and girls twelve and thirteen years of age. The themes 
were based. on situations with which the pupils were f'amiliar. They 
included the following: (1) activities in school, (2) occupations of the 
pupils and their parents, (3) travel, (4) sports, and (5) life situations 
involving the use of arithmetic. 
The types of arithmetic which the exercises included were: (1) 
whole numbers, (2) fractions, (3) per cents, (4) interest, (5) ratio, 
(6) measurement, (7) area, and (8) buying on the installment plan. 
The reading skills to be developed were: (1) critical, precise, 
and intense reading, (2) analytical study of words, (3) reading o:r symbols, 
(4) relating tabular, pictorial, and verbal material, and (5) translating 
sentences into mathematical symbols. 
For vocabulary control, words selected from either The TeacherTs 
1/ £:./ 
Handbook of Technical Vocabulary or Modern-School Arithmetic were used. 
1 Luella Cole, The Teacher's Handbook of Technical Vocabulary, Public 
Schools Publishing Company, :Bloomington, Illinois, 1940. 
2 J. Clark, A. Otis, C. Hatton, R. Schorling, Modern-School Arithmetic, 
Seventh G-rad:e, World :Book Company, New York, 1958. 
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The vocabulary consisted of words which~ in the writerts judgment, present 
the most difficulty in the reading of problems in seventh grade textbooks·. 
e The following list of words was used: 
accommodate emergency per cent 
accuracy employees perimeter 
acre enclosing principal 
addition encourage population 
advantage endorse previous 
advertisement entitle profit 
already equal proper 
amount estimate property 
angle exceeds purchase 
annual exchange quotient 
apiece eXpensive radius 
area extend rate 
articles farther ratio 
average formula reasonable 
balance fraction recipe 
budget freight rectangle 
campaign gain reduce 
cancel graph reduction 
center gross refer 
change horizontal remainder 
checking illustrate remnant 
circular improper represent 
circumference inconvenient salary 
compare increase sale 
complete ingredients satisfactory 
computation installments scale 
concern insufficient schedule 
contain interchange share 
convenience interest solution 
decimal invest square 
decrease label subscription 
deducted length substituted 
degree loan subtract 
denominator loss surface 
deposit materials symbol 
depreciate merchant terms 
describe merchandise times 
diagonal metho!l total 
diameter multiplicand triangle 
difference multiplier unit 
discount net unreasonable 
distance numerator vertical 
divided operation wages 
dividend overhead weigh 
divisor parenthesis wholesale 
earn payment width 
:vard 
The exercises were designed to offer constructive practice in over-
coming the causes of difficulty encountered in the reading of problems. 
The following list represents a tabulation from twenty-two research studies 
dating from 1925 to 1950: 
C.A.USES OF READING DIFFICULTIES IN PROBLEM-SOLVING 
1/ 
METHODS TO :BE USED IN ELIMINATING DIFFICULTIES 
I. Superficial Reading 
.A.. Definite method of attack required by the reading activity. 
B. Intensive reading to grasp full. meaning, noillng details and key 
words. 
II. Lack of recognition of relation to other forms of thinking required by 
the reading activity. 
Comparison of the use of words in mathematics with their use in 
other situations. 
III. Difficulty with vocabulary, symbols and notations,. 
.A.. Analytical study of words causing difficulty. 
B. Practice in reading symbols and notations. · 
IV. Inaccurately interpreting author's illustrative material designed to 
aid in the solution of the problem. 
A. Development of skill. in the use of illustrative material. 
B. Practice in relating tabular, pictorial and verbal material. 
v. Failure to review problem • 
.fl. Development of the habit of estimating and evaluating answers. 
B. Forming the habit of checking answers to see if they are reasonable: 
VI. Lack of prediseness in reading. 
A. Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant facts. 
B. Reading accurately words that are similar in form. 
c. Supplying missing information. 
VII. Inallequa.te analysis of problems • 
.A.. · Analyzing facts for significance. 
1 See chart in Appendix. 
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VIII. 
E. Including all necessary ste~s. 
C. Inter~reting total ~roblem and each step in it. 
Failure to distinguish be~een first and second reading of 
~roblem. 
A. Devoting entire attention to conditions of problem during 
first reading; securing accurate understanding of the pur~ose 
of the activity and a general idea of how the procedures 
ought to be carried out. ' 
E. Reading a second time to become familiar with details of 
manipulation, and the nature of the information to be secured; 
placing facts in p;ro:per relation to one another; considering 
numerals as different elements of a ~roblem, separable for 
reading ~urposes. 
IX. Inaccurate reading of familiar phrases due to manner in which 
exercise isstated. 
A. Practicing reading groups of words. 
E. Translating sentences into_mathematical symbols. 
C. Noting the significance of such words as: now, then, but,sold, 
bought, less than, opposite, and ag~. 
X. Failure to find nhidden questions" in ~roblems. 
A. S~ecif'ic practice in finding "hidclen questions.n 
E. Skill in recognizing ~o, three, ai:td. four-step problems. 
XI. Lack of' critical reading. 
A. Practice in reading problems containing situations similar 
to those which occur in pupil's life: pupil deciding what he 
would do in similar circumstance. 
E. Installment buying; its ~lace in modern life; dangers in its 
use. 
C. Consideration of' reasonable or unreasonable profit or loss. 
·Each of' the first eleven exercises presented a separate skill 
necessary for the successful reading of problems. The last five exercises 
offered practice in review and application of' all the skills acquired 
during the previous lessons. Of the four problems in each lesson the 
firs~ three applied to the skill pertinent to the lesson, and the fourth 
offered practice in the skill which had been taught in the previous lesson. 
In this manner a continuity was established. 
In the construction of the exercises the types u:sed were: 
multiple-choice, completion~ true-false, matching. and questions which 
gave the pupil an opportunity to express his opinion. 
Preliminary Testing 
To equate the mental capacity of both groups, the resul~s of the 
1./ 
Pintner (Verbal) Intermediate Intelligence Test were used. These tests 
were administered in ~951, during the latter part of the sixth grade. 
Because of the recent date, the results were considered acceptable for the 
purpose of this experiment. 
An average reading age was obtained from the Stanford Achievement 
2/ 
Test: Intermediate Language Arts Tests: Form EM, given on .January 16 
and 17, 1952. The intermediate rather than the advanced form of the test 
was used because of the low intelligence quotient and reading ability of 
the groups. 
In measuring the arithmetic reasoning ability of the groups, the 
5/ 
Stanford Achievement Test: Advanced Arithmetic Test: FormE was given. 
The problems in this test measure the pupil's reading ability because they 
are worded in a manner that is different from the type with which he is 
familiar. 
This preliminary testing began on .January 16, 1952, and was 
completed on January 28, 1952. With the exception of the inteJ,.ligence test 
the writer administered the tests. 
1 Rudolf Pintner, Pintner Intermediate Test: Form B (Verbal), Pintner 
General Ebility Tests1, World Book Compa.n;v, New York, 1958. 
2 Truman L. Kelly, Giles M. Ru.ch, and Lewis M. Terman, Stanford Achieve-
ment Test. Intermediate Language Arts Tests, Form EM, World Book Company 
New York, 1943. 
5 Truman L. Kelly, Giles M. Ru.ch, and Lewis M. Terman, Stanford Aehievemen 
~: Advanced Arithmetic Test: FormE, World :Book Company, New York, 
1940. 
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The Teaching Program 
The writer taught the experimental group. The teaching began on 
February 11, 1952, and continued for eight weeks. Two lessons were 
presented each week during the reading period. Each new exercise was 
preceded by a review and discussion of the previous lesson. The children 
were interested in the work and gxperienced a feeling of satisfaction in 
observing that their work in mathematics improved as the lessons progress.ed. 
The greatest sense of achievement was experienced by those pupils who had 
satisfactory reading ability, but had. encountered difficulty in the reaa.ing 
of problems. 
During the period of experimentation, both groups continued with 
their regular work in mathematics. 
Final Testing 
At the conclusion of the eight-week experimental period, a check 
test was administered to both the experimental and control groups to 
· determine the effect of the variable of ;planned practices in the reading of 
R 
problems. For this pprpose Form of the Stanford Achievement Test: 
1/ 
Advanced Arithmetic Test was selected. In the following chapter the 
results -of this test and all other tests administered are analyzed. 
The interpretation of these scores by means of statistical techniques 
determines the significance of the da~a recorded. 
ll. Truman L. Kelley, Giles .M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman, Stanford 
Achievement Test: Advanced Arithmetic Test: Form R, World Eo~k Company, 
New York, 1940. 
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CHA.PTER III 
A.NA.LYS IS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of direc~ 
teaching in improving the ability to read problems in arithmetic. 
Controlled classroom conditions were used. ~e analysis of data obtained 
has been organized to show: 
1. The equ.ali ty of the mental ability of the groups at the beginning 
of the experiment. 
2. The equ.ali ty of the reading ability of the groups at lhe beginning 
of the experiment. 
3. The equality of the arithmetic-reasoning ability of the groups 
at the beginning of the experiment. 
4. T.he comparison of gains made by the control and experimen~al 
groups during the period of experimenta~ion. 
STATISTICAL DESIGN 
Since the control and experimental groups were approxima~ely equal 
on tl;l.e basis of three variables at the begil:fning of this study, gains InaJ7 
be attributed in part to mhe experimental factor. 
In interpreting the data derived from this investigation, the one 
per cent level was used to determine the difference which could be 
considered si.gnificant. 
11. 
Mills, in an explanation of this statistical method. states that the 
difference between hypothetical and observed values is significant if it 
occurs as a result of chance only one out of one hundred times. 
1 Frederick l~lls, Statistical Methods, (Revised), Henry Holt and Company, 


























The above table shows that the difference between the mean scores is 
.25 in favor of the experimental group. The critical ratio of .25 is not 
statistically significant. Therefore. the groups can be considered equated 
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The critical ratio of .88 indicates that there is no significant 
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Statistic Jllx:perimental Control 
N 20 20 
Mean 6~~15 6S.~7 
s. D. 1.88 2~0:5) 
s .. E. 




c. R. .~5 
The critical ratio of .~5 indicates that there is no significant 





COMPARISON OF FINAL TEST SCORES 
e OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
STANFORD .ACHIEVEMENT TEST : 




Statistic . Experimental Control 
N 20 20 
Mean 58.50 65.85 
s. D. 2.15 2.28 
s. E. 




c. R. 3 .. 785 
The difference in the final mean·test :performance of the 
experimental and control groups is 2.65 in favor of the experimental group. 
The critical ratio of 3.785~ at the one per cent level (2.576), is 
. 
e significant. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to construct and evaluate a series 
of sixteen exercises the fUnction of which was the improvement of the 
reading of problems. 
Initial and final tests were admini~tered to forty pupils in 
grade seven. At the beginning of the experiment bo~h groups, control 
and experimental, were equated in terms of: chronological age, mental 
ability, average reading ability and scores of test on ability in 
arithmetic reasoning. Gains made may be at<tJri'buted, in part, to the 
variable of planned practices administered to the experimental group 
over a period of eight weeks. 
MENTA.L TEST DATA 
Statistical treatment of the Pintner Intermediate Test data 
indicated that in intelligence quotient scores there was a difference in 
means of .25 in ~avor of the experimental group. The critical ratio of .25 
was not significant. 
BEADING .A.:BILITY 
A comparison of the results of the Intermediate Language Arts 
Tests indicated a difference in means of 1.15 in favor of the experimental 
• 
group. A critical ratio of .88 was not significant • 
Refflllts from the Stanford Advanced Arithmetic Tests, Forms E and 
were as follows: 
1. At the beginning of the experiment the Control Group had a 
lightly higher mean score with a difference of .22 in its favor. The 
.:35 showed this to be insignificant. 
2. At the conclusion of the experiment the experimental group haa 
score which was 2.65 greater than that of the control group. The 
ratio of 3.785 was significant. The chances are 99 in 100 that 
a true difference. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. In comparing the' intelligence ~uotients of the groups, there 
statistically significant difference. 
2. Differences in general reading ability in terms of equated 
were not significant when the control and experimental groups were 
ompared prior to presenting the exercises. 
3-. A planned series of exercises, constructed to improve the 
to read problems in arithmetic, produced statistically significant 
in the experimental group. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
As a result o:f this experiment? the :following problems might be 
considered for :further study: 
1. Conduct the experiment using a larger population, and eliminating 
the exercises which proved too simple or too di:f:ficu.lt. 
2. Make a :follow-up study using the same group to determine i:f the 
gains made carried over into grade eight •. 
3. Construct and evaluate a series of exercises to improve the 
reading o:f material in science. 
4. Construct each exercise on the basis of a central theme planned 
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~r:·. ·t·. ' "' . 
TEA-CHER'S MANUAL 
to accom:pa.:rzy 
EX:.EIWISES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT 
OF COMPREHENSION IN READING 
PROBLEMS 
The exercises in this workbook have been constructed to give the :pupil 
:practice in mastering the skills which are necessary for the successful 
reading of a :problem. 
In each of the first eleven exercises a se:parat~_skill is introduced. 
The first two problems in each of the exercises offer :practice in acquiring 
the particular skill to be developed in that lesson. The third problem is a 
review of the previous exercise. :By constant review, the pupil does not lose 
the skill which he has gained. 
Exercises XII - XVI, inclusive. consist of review :problems which 
:present an opportunity to combine the separate skills into a unified method 
of reading :problems ~ccessfully. 
The problems have been written with an attempt to include pupil-
interest with the :phases of mathematics which are useful in the life of the 
child. As motivation plays an important :part in problem-solving, it is 
necessary that the :pupil experience the feeling that he is working out the 
solution of a problem that is similar to those which he may encounter in his 
life. 
EXERCISE I 
The aim of this exercise is to prevent ~perficial reading of a :problem. 
This can be accomplished by guiding the pupil in reading problems intensive-
.ly, grasping the full meaning, and noting details and key words. 
EXERCISE 2 
The solving of a problem will be less difficult for the pupil if he forms 
the habit of comparing the words he encounters in the problem with their use 
in situations which are familiar to him. In this exercise the teacher shoulfr 
aid the child in recognizing these relationships by guiding him in the 
comparison of the known meaning of a word with its use in the problem. 
EXERCISE 3 
.A. study of prefixes will help the pupil in finding the meaning of many 
words in mathematics. Allow time for studying the prefixes before attempting 
to complete the sentences in Numbers I and II. 
The third problem should be preceded by a review of the objectives of 
Exercise 2 as it affords continued practice in the c~parison of the use of 
words·. 
billcERCISE 4 
In this exercise the pupil can be led to realize the value of illustra-
tions that accompany problems. Show that the reading of graphs and other 
tabular rna terial can be improved tbrough acquiring skill in this type of 
reading. 
The thi~d part of this exercise requires a review of the study of pre-
~ixes and gives continued practice in their use in mathematics. 
EXERCISE 5 
Pupils improve in solving problems when they form the habit of estimating 
and evaluating their answers. The aim of this exercise is to make the child 
conscious of the value of this practice. 
Problem III is a review of Exercise 4 and gives further practice in 
accurately interpreting illustrative materiaL. 
EXERCISE 6 
~he ~roblems in this exercise develo~ keenness in selecting information 
~ that is ~ertinent to the solution of the ~roblem. and in recognizing the 
omission of necessary information. A slower rate of s~eed should be recom-
mended in order to acquire the habit of reading precisely. 
Review Exercise 5 before com~uting problem III. 
EXERCISE 7 
Interpreting the total ~roblem~ and each step in it~ should be made 
meaningful and not just a matter of following a routine procedure. Lead the 
pupil in observing that each fact in the problem plays its ~art in the 
complete solution of the problem. 
In problem III, stress the necessity of slow and accurate reading of 
.problems. 
EXERCISE 8 
~each the importance of two readings of a problem. The ~urpose of the 
first reading is to secure an accurate understanding of the problem, forming 
a general idea of the method to be used in solving it •. During the second 
reading. the ~upil should notice the numerals, and ~lace the facts in the 
~roper relation to one another. 
EXERCISE 9 
Practice in reading grou~s of words will aid the pu~il in interpreting 
the meaning of the ~roblem. An understanding of the words listed in this 
exercise will help the pupil in realizing their significance in problems. 
A review of Exercise 8 is given in problem III. The additional practice 
in reading the problem twice, with separate aims, should be beneficial to 
the pupil. 
EXERCISE 10 
Im~rovement in the reading of ~roblems will be made when pupils are 
cognizant of the fact that there are "hidden questions" which the reader 
must find and answer before solving the problem. 
The third part of this exercise gives practice in translating sentences 
into mathematical symbols. Additional drill in the ~eading of symbols is 
necessary for some pupils. 
EXERCISE 11 
Critical reading plays an important part in problem-solving. ~courage 
the child to think in terms of what is reasonable. This ~ractice will be of 
value to him in an age when practical judgment is necessary. 
The third problem in this exercise gives practice in finding t1hidd.en 
questions. n 
EXERCISES 12 - 16 
These exercises contain a review of the skills involved in Exercises 
I - 11. At the beginning of each exercise, some time should be spent in 





1. b and e 
2. a 
3. b, c, and e 
4. e 
~I. 25f hours 
1.. b 
2. a. 
3. a, c and d 
4. b 
III. 2480 miles 
1. 
a. z 









1. decimal fraction 
2. fraction 
3. invert. 
4. per cent 



































~. 3, 300, 3, 100, 35, 35, 100, $35. 



























III. H>t lb. 
A. original sentences 
:s,. subtract 




l. ! mi. 
2. ~i mi. 
5·. school 
_ 4. line B. 
5. subtract 
B. 3 
C. ! mi. 





D. 2 and 3 
E. l 
Column I 
c, d, a, b, f 
EXERCISE 5 

















b. take cr-re 0f 







III-. the rectangle 
1·. R s 
2. Find the a~ea of each lot. 
3. a and c 




a. Mr. Banks is very proud of 
I 
the milage he can obtain 
I from his 1947 Fortt. 
b. It took him six hou.rs. 
I 
c. He always uses Ethyl Gas. 
z. I 
a. They a~ways enjoy trying to 
decide/what should be in 
the baskets. 
b. They wknt the people who 
receiv~ them to have a very 
5-. good dl·nner. . 
a. They p~ayed. the~r first game 
in 1929. 
b. Everyo e looks forward to 

































1. The price o~ the pair 
o~ roller skates. 
2. 'flhe number o~ loops. 
3. The number o~ yards 
needed ~or the dress. 
4. The amount o~ money 
Kenneth already has. 
5·. The number o~ inches 
be~een the two cities 
on the map. 




A. 1. 4. and 5 
B. 1, 3 and 4 · 
c. First Step 
Add 1:40 and 8:05 
Second ::>tep 
Subtract 20 min, ~rom 9:45 
II. 1800 mil.es 
A. 5, 4 and 5 
B. 1 and 2 
III. 9 in. 
A. 
. 1. 5, bookcase 
2-. length 
z. 12 ~t. 







1. _to encourage them in their. 
work 
2. a 10% commission 
z .• on all sales over $100 
4. to encourage .them in their 
.work 
5. $765 worth o~ goods 
6. Wha.'t will his. commission be? 
A.. $2·.25 
1. discount 





1. stat~ or show 
2. 1owes_t terms 
5. proportion 
4. 12/15 












E. spent or gave a~ 
. 1. opposite 
2. apiece 
3. immediately 












4. sale or sold 
5. Step One 
Add 15 and 5 
S·tep Two 
Subtract 3 from 20 
Step Three 
Multiply $5.25 by 17 
III. $J,OO 
.A:.. 1 , 2 and 3 
B. 2, 3, 4, and 6 
o. Step @ne 
MUltiply $7.50 by 2. 
Step Two 
Add $15. and $4. 
Step Three 






3. $150. 4. 4 9,6. 
B. 2 and 5 
c. two 
II. $~.309 (. 31) 








5. + ' -, & •
7. 
















. $12., the amount to be paid e ch 
month, times 17, the number 
of months. 
Step Two 
$204 plus $38, the down 
p~ent, equals $242. 
SteiL Three 




2. b .• d, and e. 
(3) l. 
(1) 2. 






:EXEllC ISE 12 
I. greater· than 
J3. subtract 



























2 and 4 
3. bicycle, tires 
Step One 4. 





IL. 992 mil.es 
:B. 1000 miles 













A.. 2, 4 
13~ 1* 2, and 4. 
c. First Step 
4% of $35. equals $1.40, 
interest for one·year. 
6 mo. equals i a year, 
i of $.1 .• 40 equals $. 70. 
Second Step 
$35. plus_ $. 70 equals 
$'35. 70, amount 
Formula equals I = PRT 
times 2, the number of tires~ 
equals $3.90. I~. -50 plants A. 
Step Two 
$8.50, the cost of the 
bicycle, plus $3.80 equals 
$12.40. . 
Step Three 
$12.40 :plus $4. equals $.16.40. III. 
EXERCISE 13 
I. 
1. Results of Magazine Campaign 
2. $10. 





. 2. 15 
3. ·15 
1. pupil's opinion 
2. Development 
3. Food, Clothing, 
Development and Savings 




Op. Expenses $480 
Development $320 
EXEJ:RCISE 15 
I. $11 .. 25 
A. about $15. 
:B. 1 and 4 
C. 2 and.5 
D. How much will it cost to 
buy linoleum ~or a ~loor 
measuring 9 ' by 12 ' ? 
E. 2, 3, and. 5 
F. 
S,tep One 
9' x 12' equals 108 sq. ~t. 
s.tep Two 
108 sq. ~t. 7 9 equ.al.s 9 
sq. yd~ · 
Step Three 
9 sq. yci. x $1.25 equals 
$11.25 
II. circ~erence equals 12.56 yd-. 






4. · eirc'!llar 
5·. diameter 
6. round. or circular 
:B. 12.56 yd. 
o-. area 
D. 12.56 sq. y&. 












total must equal 180 
EXERCISE 16 
I. investi~g one-sixth o:f his savings 
in de~ense bonds and placing the 
rest in his savings account. 
I~. the cost o~ t~e history textbook. 
Ill!. how much 
IV. Sample 
He was ,equal to the task. 
v. 
VI. Add the items that were purchase& 
and. subtract the sum ~rom $20. 












mr~ :Blythe receives a salarJ 
e~ $45 a week. 
a commission o~ 6% 





$450 is how much more than 
$200? 
What is 6~ o~ $250? 
3 
Step One 
$450 .- $200 equals $250 
Step Two 
6% o~ $250 equals $15.· 
Step Three . 
$45 ~lus $15 e~ls $60. 
b. (possible answers) 
J... i~ the article is easy to 
sell. 
2. the size. o~ the territory 
you would. have. 
3. the. amount o~ your average 
commission. 
c. a regular income 
ci. ~o opportunity to make extra 
money. 
e. an opportunity to make extra 
money. 
~. if prociuct ciid not sell well. 
or i~ people were not able to 
buy it. 
·'"·· 
















Whatever we do. we like to do well. There is a 
wonderful satisfaction in feeling that we have done our best. 
whether it is in sports or school work. 
To acquire: success in. any undertaking we must be able 
to accomplis~ all phases of it to the best of our ability·. 
In tennis, a player must not only serve well, but must 
practice to perfect his forward and backhand strokes. 
In mathematics, many boys and girls do excellent work 
in computation, (working out examples), but fail in finding 
the solution to a problem expressed in words. Poor reading of 
the problem is the cause of their trouble. Developing skill in 
reading problems will help them to overcome this difficulty. 
Consider a problem as a puzzle to be solved. Each part 
of it is like a piece of a puzzle. All the pieces must fit in the 
right places in order to complete the puzzle. 
The following exercises have been written to give you 
practice in reading problems correctly. Since t'practice makes perfect' 
let us aim for the pennant. 
EXERCI-'E: 1 
USUJG THE RIGET ATTACK 
Selecting important words a~:.d thinking about each detail should help you 
Jl to solve proble!lls better. Read these problems cure fully, and then ans·,':er 
the questions listed below. 
I. Paul works at the "Stop a -~d Shop" for 2 hours each school day :;.nd for 
5 ~.ours each S:.:. turd.ay. ,: .. t $.80 an hour ho-:J much does he earn in a '::eek'? 
i. Underline the letters which represent the key words th·J.t help you in 
dec i din,9; what processes you should use in solving this pro'!:>le.n. 
u. earn b. each c. 'how muoh . d .. works 
2. Place i.l check marl<: before the letter which reorasents the ::1ethod of 
;;:ttt~ckin(:; •this preble~ which you consider best. 
a. The 5 school days times the 2 hours for each of those days e(lual 
10 hours. The 10 hours for the school days plus the 5 hours for 
2aturd,;1.y equals 15 hours, the total number of hours th.it "aul \"JO 
Since he is paid y.80 for each o~ these hours, I can find 'out ho 
much he earns '..iltoeether by multiplyinG :~.80 by the 15 hours .. 
?aults wagos for the week will be ;)12., 
b. {1:.80 ti:nes 2 hours ec.i.W:.lls i/flo60, .Paul's w::.tc:es for one school day 
~;l.GO tira.cs b equals $8.00, his ·wages for 5 school davs. t-.80 
times 5 hours equals 1;4.00, his wages for Saturday •. )-3.00 ·plus· 
.$4.00 equals J;.l2.00, ?aul's Wi:lBes for one week .. 











total nu::r;.ber of hours thdt ?aul ';Jerks each >Jccko 
amount th..~.t he receives for euch hour th:;.lii he works .. 
n,wber of ho~trs th·.:1 t he ·works each schocl da-y. 
amount or his salary :for the week. 
number of hours th.1.t he works on Saturday. 






Ho~'J much does Paul earn aac'h ti11o he ':.:orks? 
.how much .. oro does he earn on Saturday th-1n on a weekday? 
\·rhat is tte amo<,mt th:.:t he receives for ::-:.11 the hours that he 
v10rks durin~:· the "veek? 
1:on many hours docs he ·,,ork :'11 ths:o ther? 
\'.h.::. t is h~ p.'.:tid per hour? 
• 
• 
II.George $8.','./ a bicycle which he liked very much. It was priced *2?. 20. 
lie wishes to earn enough money to purcba.se it .. He earns 80. cents an 
hour as .a pin-boy. He has already worked ?+hours. How many more hours 
r11ust he work to have enoli,2;h money to buy the bicycle?. 
1. Underline the letter which represents the key words to the solution 
to the problem. 
a. has already worked b. how ~iny ~ore hours c. wishe$ to earn 
2. ~_.)lace a check mark before the letter which represents the method of 
attacking this problem which you consider best. 
a. Since 9-eorge earns .w.ao an hour, and needs ;;)i27.20, I shal.l 
find the nUm.ber of hours that he must >.vork by dividintz :,;:.27 .. 20 
by ~.80. The quotient is 34 hours. 
He has already worked 7t hot~s, so I shall subtract 72 from 
34 to .find out the number of hours that he still neod~ to 
work • 
.:;:y answer is 26·~ hours. 
b. George was paid ~b80 an hour, and he worked 7!: hours, so I 
sh:.ill.rilul tiply $ .. 80 by 7~. The product is ;~6. 20. This is the 
amount which he has already earned. 
c. 
He needs i27 .. 20, so I shall subtract 'ir6.20 from •i?27.20. The 
remainder is ~21. This is the amoun~ that he still needs. 
Ee earns ·5•80 <:.1n hour, so I can find out how ~any hours t.e 
needs to work by dividing ~21 by $.80. 
'i:J1y answer is 26l hours .. 
~. Place a check mark befoxe the facts which the problem tells you. 
a. The cost of the bicycle. 
b. The amount of money that George has already earned. 
c. The amount of money he receives for one hour's worko 
d. The number of hours th;,lt he bas already worked. 
e. The amount of money he still needs. 
f. The nTh~ber of hours that he still needs to work. 
4 .. Place a check mark before the question which tlle problem asks .. 
---~·Bow much ~ore ~oney does George need? 
b. How many more hours must he still work? 
c.. How many hours does he ·work altogether? 
- d. Row much money has he earned already? . 
III. p. bus malces 4 round trips .a day between t\~O towns which are .20 miles 
apart. Eow many miles will it travel during the month ot· !·Eay if it 
runs daily? 
1 .. Ii'ill in the blank spaces with the correct ;•Jords. 
a. ~ round trip is made up of --~~ separate trips .. 
b. In this problem one sepa~ate tr1p is ____ miles, and a round 
trip is miles .. 
c .. ]'our round trips would be ......---miles. 
d. The number of days in ;,!fay 1.s 
---· e. The total number of miles is 
---· 
2 .. .Place a check msrk before the f'acts which the :problem tells you .. 
a .. The distance between the two tovms. 
b .. The nutl1ber of separate trips made each day. 
c,. The number oi' days in :/iay. 
d. The number o:f round trips made daily. 
e .. The total number of miles th:i.t the bus runs during a day. 
f. The distance covered during one round trip. 
3 .. Place a check mark before the ~luestion which the :problem asks youo 





far did the bus travel in one round t;rip? 
many miles will .the. bus travel during the month? 
many days did the bus run? 






contPARI:l,m THE US1~ OF ~VORDS 
I. one or the greatest causes or difficulty in solvine problems is the 
failure to underst:.ind the meaning of the words. The following words 
are used in sentences tbat are probably familiar to you. Show that 
you understand their use in problems in arithmetic by using them in 
sentences as you would find them. in problems. 
·.7rite your sentences o;n the biank lines. 
Samples 
amount 
rr you want to amount to somethins worthwhile, you :nust work hard. 
',\Then he had rn.ade all his purchases, the bill amounted to si:x dollars 
equal . 
Abraham Linott>ln is fa.nous for his words, "All men are created equal. 
The '110ney was divided egually among the five children. 
1. As "Tom Sawyer" is humorous, and "The Tale of Two Cities'' is. serious, 
the difference between the two books is very great. 
2. After many years, the .river divided the huBe rock in two. 
3. That boy is the produc~ of a very fine home. 
4. ·;Jhen he had f'inished his work, he spent the remainder of the evening 
re:.J.ding his favorite book. 
5. The fa~nous singer, because of ill health, had to cancel all ene:a.gemen 
6. The children inverted the bank so that the coins would fall out. 
?. Removing fire hazards reduces the number of fires in a community. 
8. The ca~ surface of the lake was broken when the cast wind started 
to play with the water. 
9 .. The los~ of their best pitcher was a severe blow to the team. 
fl 10 .. Tie has average ability as a pall player. 
11. Do you think that box contains anything valuable? 







I L S~10~. th:.t ~ you know hov1 the followinr: words ;;.re f~l,.lng ln the blanks with the correct words. used in ::mttem3tics by 
·::ords more than once,. You will usc some of the 
A. -fraction invert decimal fraction per cent 






If you div~i~d-e~t~h-a-t pie · • 
He :forgot to ~ntohequ<:-l_parts, each :part is a 
\'lben ;:;very member of a w~f~ss e i!lY;ded tt.ose fractions. 
attendance is one hundred. P-esent, the 
··:ben you ----m-eans hundredths .. 
a :fraction, you turn it upside down • 
-----· 
of' 
.a .. times :1Ultiply divisor dividend rem::li ndo.r quotient 
l. :·~:hen you divide one nu.aber by :::mother th 
2. !n subtraction the a uount. th3t ls left is e c:ff:~r L~: the • 
·J• ln the example 7 divided by 3, ::_; is the ------· 
4. The is the a:nount 'to ~e divid-e~d~----· 
5. One box was -three ::1s lart>:c as a 11ot"' • 6. If th 7 ~ · Jler. 
· ere were bo.xes of candy, a 11d etich contu. ined <:l.:t lb 
would t f" d t h ~ 0 ., you 
,,· . o ~n ou ow I?ar.y pounds all 7 bores contained. 
7.. £he ls the nu:r1ber of t~:ne s one nu..>n.oer is contained ;n 
another. .... 
a. Jhen you di~ide 76 by 14, 76 is calted the 
9 .. If John did 20 examples, and Kenneth did 10, John did two 
as many as Kenneth. -----
c .. are:;. rectaEgle )erimeter yard acre 
L • That land was sold for 'if 325 per \ 
~. The of the field means the-·who:.e surface. 
:J. .,'hen George wanted to know hovr many feet of fencin,? he needed to 
8Ut all around his yard, he had to find ~he of the yardo 
"..:.. Your desk is a because the opposi.tc sldes of it are 
ey_ual in measurement. 
:J. Large pieces of land a.re measured by the 0 
6. The unit of measure th.J. t is used in selliD.fi cloth is a • 
?. ·;hen Betty found out how many square feet ht.r earden contained, 
she had found the • 







·,:hen an de;ent sells :Sin ..Article :for a company, ht:: is given a 
The a~ount of :o.oney thJ.t is taken off the orin:in!ll price is called 
4. 
the • 
The of discount is 4% during the sale4 
~hen a book costing ~.95 is sold for *1~10, a of fifteen 
5 .. 
cents is made. 
i:, storekeeper \·as to sell an article for ·nc,re tL.1.n 1·1e paid for it, 
6. 
7. 
so that he can make a • 







refers to one thing. 
The bill had to be paid each year. 
Those clerks receive a very fair of c0mmis9ion. 
During a sale there is a placed on the price of all f'~oods. 
You should drive at a safe of speodo 
v,.., 'h.-,uo ,.,,.; rld: if' "ITml •:.:P-:i , .. h ,,or8 t't-111 ·•ou did a \'Jeok .. J~O. 
I 
' Do you remember the method of attacking problemg which you learned 
in the .last lesson'? Thi.a problem. vrill giVG you p:ractioe; so that you 
will hava an opportunity to improV"e your skill. 
III .. U~len's :rather is a truit dealsr., He haE!.300 pound~ of g:r.a.pe11 
whioh he is going to diY:i.de in.to bun.ohes, each weighing 3 l.bo 
It he.sells th~ grapes at $o35 a bunch, how much money wil~ h~ 
make?· 
l., Fill in the blank spaoes w:l th ·~be correct words. 
S1nee every bunch of grap$S is to be made up ot ____ lbu, I 
~an find t.ha number of bu.r..ahfi3 the deal~r will get out of the 
500 lb., by d1v:Hii.ng the ~ pounds by _;_ :pou.ri.ds. My answel" 
'ia _;,__~. bul!ltehSJe,., Orte bunch in to btJ »Old for _ et:~nts,. 30 
I can ftn.d out whr;1.t b.e will l"eoei1fo for all the b\.mches by 
muli.;1p1ying _ oents by _ buncheeo He -rv111 receive 
}.;.,. Place a check marlt before the f'aots which the p:roblen:t "!iel.ls yoo.. 
a. .. T.h0 number of ·ouncoo s the deaJ~er ::LEJ going to salle. 
b .. The ·num.be r of' :pound3 of' grapes he 1a going t.o S&ll.c 
01!1 The waig!lt ot each buooh., 
... -
do ~:he selling prioa of one burwb. o:r grapa:J .. 
e .. 'l'Jrw selling price of. ·too 30 o pouncl s ot g:m.:pes., 
-
. 
:3') Plac.a a cheok mark before th:s ql.B stion which the problem. asks"' 




MAS'£E:HING T!H.E VOCABfJLARY 
How tht=l t ~·:e are ma.kinc such excellent progress with tho vocabulary used in 
mot1·!e''1f.ltics, let us try a few mer) words so t:tat we shall boco:-2e ::t;.:tste~s 
in the art .. 
'.rhe study of prefixes is interesting, t;nd a k110\'7led .. -::-e of their !leani.nfs 
will be valuable tq you in readi·ng mathematics. 
Study the meanin[~s of the following prefixes • and then try to select the 
correct word for each of the sentences listed below. You will need to use 
some of the words more than once. 
P!~E.:f'IX f11EANIIJG \OOFWS USED IU f11A TiitliA'l' I C S 
ad to. toward advert is c:nent 
circum around circu:nfere~ce 
com with c orimission 
complete 
compare 
de from deproc ia te 
decrease 
dia through, betwe<m diagonal 
dia.lleter 
dis apart discount 
Fold your paper so tbat you cannot see the prefixes. Select your words 













Le received a of .~10 when he sold that rug. 
~·:hen you an example, you finish it. 
Draw a line from ane;le A to angle B .. 
The property had to be sold for half of its original value because it 
had • · 
· ie had· ~nougll :noney to buy the radio when a of 1~ was pl:'lced on it 
The store was cr01nded with customers the day after the of the 
sale was in the paper. 
T.he of a circle, passing through the center, measured 3 inches. 
You two things when you notice the ways in which they aro alike 
or different. 
~·.hen the .Bi'llinrr,s Shoe Company moved 1 ts: location to another city • t:t;ere 
was a in the population bocause many of th3 people had to go 
elsewhere for employment. 
·:l:on you find the of a circle. you are finding the distance around 
your results with thos.e of your classbl.:i tes. 
:·.fter we had used some of the 1>olish, there was a· in the a1'1\iount \1r:i1 
tho bottle • 
;:)elect J(o ur words from tbi s list. . 
advertisement circura:ference eorn:nission 






























Fold your paper so that you may fill in the blanks in the following 
sentences without looking at the prefixes .• 
~elect your words from the list given below. 
1 .. 'l'ho recipe for the chocolate cake called for many different • 
2 •. Do not your check until you are in the bank. ---------
3. In paying a bill a businessman a check in an envelope. 
4. ~.!aria could not buy _the suit that she wanted because 1 t was too 
5. The rate of on that money was 6 %. 
6 .. nr. ~;mith's salary was . four dollars,. so that he now receives 
seventy dollars a 1.'Iaek instead of sixty six dollars .. 
7. ..fter Christmas many I>eople their gifts and buy something 
else instead. . 
a. ·'l'hey could not start to build the new church because of f'unds. 
s. Because of the high cost of living, most people have received an 
in salaryo 
lOo Iii. cooking, it is important to use the exact amount of each • 
LIST OJ:t' WORDS 






This next problem will give you practice in noticing the diff'erent 
uses of words, a skill which ·you studied in tbe last lesson& 
.CIIo '-Vhen school closed last June, David weighed '75 lbo ... t tbe end of 
,~ugust when he returned from camp, he weighed 85,t lb., How many 
pounds had he gained during his vacation? 
.l!..o .. ~otice how tbe word "gained" is used in the followi11g sentences., 
Then write an original sentenc~ using tbe word "gained" as it is 
used in problems., . . 
L, ufter he started to speak, he gained confidence in himselfo 
2o During the last quarter, the home team gaine~ three pointso 
3o A great deal of time is S~in~ when you travel by planeo 
Write your sentence' on the following line. 
4. Think about tba ways in which the word ngain" is used in the 
above sentences. '!1hen write a good definition of it. uo:apare 
your definition with the one given in the dictionary. 
B. Underline the process that you would use to solve this problem. 
add · subtract .multiply divide~ 










CONNECTING ILL USTRATIOfJS 1'IITH ·:;oRDs 
Y~ny times we would be bl 
a e to understand a problem better if we studied 
the illustrations •n.or t 11 
· e care u y. They help to make the meaning of the 
words clearer. 
In the following ex~rcises you will have pra.ctice 1 
n reading illustrated 
problems and graphs. Notice how the illustrations h 1 
e P you to understand 
the ·meaning of the words in the problem.· 
.. 
I. Henry lives$ of a mile from his school, and 1~ miles from his church .. 
How much farther is it from Henry's house to his church than 
from his house to his school? 
__ G.)_\ 
J ·~ 
. ..---· ( fE 0 em 1··--.... ~-~-- .. 
-- l -~~ ~·~ 
! ·~ il'llt 
sc.h col 
ll .. Study the above 
1. The distance between Henry's house and his school is miies. 
2. ]'rom Henry's house to his church it is miles. 
5 ... .Jhich will take less time to reach, his church or his school? 
4. In the tollo\ving illustration, vvhich line extends the farthest-
beyond line A.? 
Line A----
Line B ------------Line C 
5. ~j~at process would you use to find out how much farther it is 
from one place to another? 
B. ..hich of the following facts are you asked to find? 
Place a check mark in the parenthesis before the one which you think 
is correct. ( ) 1 ... hich is farther away from Henryf·s house • his church or 
his school? · 
( ) 2. Henry's school is ho~ much nearer his house than his church1 
( ) 3. The distance from Henry's house to his church is how much 
greater than the distance from his house to his school? 
c •. ihat would be 1::1. reasonable answer to this problem? 









II. Invitations to a Christmas operetta are to be made in a school :printing 
shop. The,cards to be use~ are 3i " long. Xhe instructor told the boys 
that they should leave a margin o~ ~ " at the bottom and i " at the topj 
How many inches will be left for the printing? 
A. Vthich of these t"igures looks like the invitation as you picture it? 
( ) a .. ( ) b. ( } C e 
B. ;/hich of the following facts are you asked to find? 
Place a cross in the :parenthesis beside the fact which you think is 
correct., 
( ) 1. The total number of inches to be used for both margins. 
( ) 2. The number of inches that will be used for the printing. 
( ) 3. The number of invitations to be printed. 
c. \Vhat is the ffhidden question" which you must answer before you 
can solve the problem? 
( Q 1. What is the width of the card? 
( ) 2-. \'ihat is too total number of inches that should be left tor 
margins? ( ) 3. How many inches will be needed for the :printing? 
n. ]'rom the tollowing list, select the two steps that you would use to 
solve this problem. Place a figure l in the parenthesis before the 
step that you would use first, and a figure 2 in tbe parenthesis befo: 
the step that you would use second. 
( ) 1. Sub~ract i from !e 
( ) 2. Add i and -f. 
~ and t :rrom 3! ~ ( ) 3. Subtract the .sum of 4 
( } 4. Subtract i from 3-~. 
( ) 5 .. Sub:t:rac t ~ rr ~ 3i;- .. 
E. Wha. t would be a reasonable answe-r to this problem? 









Here are a. taw more prefixes to add to your list. After you have studiec 
them; test yourself by covering up the list of meanings and give the 
definition of each prefix. 
Pref'ix Meanins nords Used In Ma thema tj 
re back reduction 
sub under subscription 
1m not improper 
tri having three triangle 
peri around perimeter 
•. 1atch the wor4s in Column I with the correct group of words in Column II 








a. ~-/hen used in fractions, this word means that 
the numerator is larger than the denominator. 
bo This word refers to a three-sided i'igure. 
co ·:;e use this word in speaking of a lowered pric 
d~ In ordering magazines we use this word. 
e. This word is only used in speaking of a sale. 
f. This word could be used in speaking of·tbe 
distance around a field. 
E:XERC~E V 
ESTIIAATING AND CHECKING 1\l\fS\'::ERS 
Ml\.KING SURE TELl T THEY ARE REASONABLE 
In solving a problem, it is helptul to estimate the answer before doing 
the work. By estimating, we mean mentally figuring what a reasonable answer 
. would be. In the following problems try your skill at estimating the answers. 
Then work out the problem. When you have found the exact answer, compare it 
with your estimate .. I..fake sure that you have a reasonable answer to the 
question which the problem asks. 
I. 19% of a class received a mark of A.32% received B, and 13% received c. 
I:!' there were"25 pupils in the class, how many pupils received a mark 
lower than 0? 
A. In estimating, it is easier if we think of the nearest even nmnber. 
19 is almost 20 
32 is near to 30 
13 is·near to 10 
1. About ___jb of the class had a mark of A~ B, or c. 
2 .. About -=s'o of the class had a mark below c. 
Bo Place a check· mark in th~ parenthesis before the nuruber which you 
consider is a reasonable estimate of the n~mber of pupils who received 
a mark lower than c. 
( } 1. 5 { ) 2. 15 ( } ~ .. 10 { ) 4. 7 
C. Supply the missing words in the following sentences. This practice 
will help you to solve the problem. 
1 .. By ----- the three per cents that are given, you will cet ~4·'' 
v '"• 2. By 64% from 10~~~ you will get 36%o 
~. 36% is the part . of the class that received a liLark lower than • 
4. By 365h times 25 pupils, you will get 9 pupils. ---
5. pupils is the exact answer. 
D. Compare your exact answer with the one that you estimated. 




II. A seventh grade class is planning to visit the Science :mseum.. 4. 
eo~~ittee has investigated and found that a bus can be hired for 
~15.,75. It will take the children to and from the museum. and will 
aeeommoda te 48 pupils. If they travel by street car·, the fare will be 
20 cents for a round trip. How much more will each pupil have to pay 
for the convenience of traveling by bus? 
Note: In figuring the cost of the bus fare for each pupil, you may 
disrecard any remainder, as the teacher has agreed to pay that 
amount., 
A. In trying to decide how expensive the bus.would be, the pupils 
made the following estimate: 
1. ~15.75 is about Jl6. 
2. 48 pupils are about 50 pupils. 
:3. The cost per pupil will be about ~~. 30,. 
4. That \7111 be about ,;.10 more than the rare on the street oar .. 
Ba Let us work out the problem, and see if their estimate was a 
reasonable one. 
1 .. First, be sure thu.t yo:.t understand the meanings of the dif'ficul t 
\'Jords. See if' you can tell what the following words mean, by the 
way in which they are used in the problem. 
a. To investigate means to • 
b. To accommodate means to------------------· 
c. Convenience means 
----------------· 
2. Find the exact answer to the problem by working out the following 
steps! 
a. The cost of' hiring the bus, divided by the number of 
pupils, will give you the cost per pupil. 
i~l5. 75 48 equals -· u-
b. Each pupil's share of the ~15.75 will be • 
c~ The· teacher will pay the remainder vrhich wl!l be ¢. 
d. By subtracting ~.20 from cents, I can rind·o~how 
:auch more each pupil will have to pay if the bus is hired 
e... cents is my exact answer .. 
3. How does the exact answer comparG with the one that the pupils 
estimated? 





To !Jlake sure that you remember to make use of illustrations in solving 
problems. try your skill in working out the next problem. 
III. ·;,'hen Daniel was v1s1 t1ng his grandfather's tarm. last summer, he 
/ 
decided that l1e would like to llave a vegetable garden. ot 'h.l.s own .. 
His grandfather said that he could ha·ve his choice of two lots. 
/ 
One was rectangular in shape, 15 ft .. long and 10 ftc wide. The 
other was a 12 foot square. Daniel wanted to grow as many vegetables 
as possible. Which piece of land do you think he chose? 




--, ~"''] ,. ""-· . , I 
/ ! '~~~.: .. 
_ ...... - _.. ,; ""'. '"" ... ¢ ""'l"T' 
2 .. ~lha t would you have t~ do· bet' ore you could compare the two lots 
mentioned in this :problem'? 
3 • Which two :formulas would you use to find the areas needed in the 
bl ? Plafte a check mark berore the two whieh solution of the pro em. .... 
would be needed .. 
. a .. A-= ( L:dl ) -
4. Which piece pf land Should Daniel choose if he is to grow as many,/ 









Problems require very carerUl reading. Try using a slower rate or speed 
than you use in ordinary reading. · 
Finding Necessary Information 
I. In these problems there are.statements which are not necessary 1n the 
solution of the problem. Read each problem carefully. Then write the 
unnecessary statements on the blank spaces at the end of the. problem. 
1~ &r. Banks is very proud of the mileage which he can obtain trom his 
194? Ford. On a recent trip from Boston to New York City, a distance 
ot 210 miles, it took him six hours.·He used 12.5 gallons of gasoline. 





2. 'rhe 50 members of the Boosters Club am planning to earn money so 
that they can fill baskets for the poor at Thanksgiving. They always 
enjoy trying to decide what should be in the baskets. They want the 
people who receive them to have a very good dinner. They :figure that 
the cost or each basket will be $7. They want to fill 10 or them. 
They have ~ound out that they can earn ~.70 an hour delivering 
groceries. How many hours' pay will each member give if they share 
the oost equally? 
'b .. 







annual football game each Thanksgiving Day. T ey p aye r ~ re 
game. in ig29. Beaumont has won 9 of these ganes and ;;a tehville has 
won 13. Everyone looks forward to watching these rival teams •. What 
per cent or the games played bas Watohville won? 
a. 
b. 
·· . Preciseness In Reading 
li •• Last year the Bright Sbhool was very proud of the record made by the 
i basketball team. or the 20 games playe,d' they won 16. 1.'!hat per cent 
of the games played did they lose? 1 · 
~rk T before each statement that is true, and F before each one that 
is false. ,. - . 
/' 
1. The problem tells you the number of games that were lost. 
-- 2. The problem asks you to find the per cent of games won. · 
-- 3. The hidden question is to find the number of games losto 
4. To find the per cent o-r games lost, you ~rould divide 2 b·y 20(l 
5. It you wanted to :find the :per cent of games won, you would 
divide 18 by 20. 
6. The per cent of games won :plus the ~;>er cent of games lost 
would equal 100. 
7. Another way of finding the per cent of games lost would be to 
subtract the per cent of games won, from 100. 
Do you remember what you learned about estimating answers? 
Read the following problem, and then try to answer the questions 
correctly. 
III. Pupils in an eighth-grade .class decided that the blackboards in their 
room needed to be reslated. They round that one pint of Slatex will 
refinish 220 sq. ft. of blackboard. If there arc 8 boards in the 
room, will one pint of Glatex be enough? 
1. Place a check mark before tte first, thing that they ·would have to 
do before they could estimate an answer to this problern. 
a. Divide 2~0 sq. ft. by 8 to find out how tnany sq. ft. there 
are in one board. 
b. ~.leasure the length and width of one board. '.rhen :t'ind its 
area by multinlying the length by the ~Tidth. 
c. ~~~ul ti oly the area of one board by a. 
2. If the pupils found the length of the board to be 3ij ft., and the 
width 3i ft., which of tbe following numbers would be a fair 
estimate of the number of sq. ft. in the 8 boards? 
a. 72 s~. f't. b. 90 sq. :rt. 
-
c. 85 sq. ft .. 
-
3. Each board was rectangular in shape. In finding the area which ot 
these formulas would you use? 
-· 
a. A;,( L X W ) b. P::.2 x ( L +W ) 
4. will one pint of Slatex.be enQugh? 





Each tact in a problem has importance. As you read· think of the steps 
that ~ou will need to take in order to find the solution. Consider the 
whole: problem, and each step in itt~ 
I 
I • .ad~ienne•s rather owns a Men's Clothing store .. Last month he had t.o pay 
the: manufacturer ;J45 for each suit that he pu:rcha.sed wholesale. He 
'figured that his gross cost on each suit was ;Qi47. He decided to malte 
the selling price ~50. The profit was what per cent of the first cost? 
A. Show that you understand the words used in this problem by supplying 
the ra.1ssing words in the following sentences~ Select your words from 
the l.ist given below. 
1. : .. n owner or a store buys go¢·:is from. the manufacturer at a 
---- price. 
2. The ____ plus the overhead is called tbe gross cost. 
3 •. :.loney the t is gained 1s called a ___ .. 
-4 ... means hundredths. 
---
5o In operating a store, such expenses as electricity, rent, paying 
employees, etc., are called expenses. 
List of i1ords 
per cent overhead profit wholesale opera tine; 
loss retail cost 
B .. Place a check mark before the correct answer to each of. the following 
questions. 
1 .. In solving this problem the first thing that you yould do would be to: 
( ) a. subtract j45 from .:;;47 to i"ind the overhead expenses. 
( ) b. subtract $45 trom ~;50 tb find t:te prot'i t. 
( ) o .. subtract w47 :from ~~.-50 to find the :prot1t. · 
2.. The second step would be to~ 
( ) a. divide the profit by tm · first cost. 
( ) b. divide the gross cost by the first cost. 
( ) c. divide tbe selling price by the first cost. 
u. Do. you think that the profit in this problem is reasonable? 
-----
If' not, tell what you think would be reasonable. 
II., Before Christmas John worked in the toy department of Clynefs store. 
He saw a sled that he wanted to buy tor his little brother. It was marked 
~16G75o•He thought that was very expensive .. Then he remembered that 
as an employee he was entitled toa 10% discount on all merchandise .. 
How much will the sled cost him if he use$ his discount? 
A .. Before trying to solve a problem, it is necessary that you understand 
what. the words mean. The following words may cause you difficulty:. 
entitled merchandise . employee discount e:x!'ensive 
. Select. the correct word from the a hove list and wr1 te it in the 
blank s-pace. in which you think 1 t should be used .. Use some of the 
words more than once. 
i 
i 1. The salesman placed the on the counter,.and everything 
was ready for the sale. 
2o means the amount of money that is taken off the reGUlar 
priceo 
3o 'fhe president of the company ,gave all a bonus of' 
twenty-five dollars .. 
4o Everyone is to a fair trial before a sentence is passedo 
5., You must realize that the coat is too for you to buy. 
-----
6. Afte.r you have worked 
to a raise in pay. 
for a compan~t for a year, you are 
?. It you have a in a store, you can purchase articles for 
less than the -::-1-:-i-s-:-te---::-d-prica. · 
B. What does the problem require you to find? 
Placti> a check m5:rk be:fo.re all the correct statementso 
' 
lo The discount on ~16.75 at a rate ot io%. 
-
2,. The number of days John worked. 
-
·--
3. The price or the sled after the discount was- deducted. 
-
4. The salary John received. 
I 
c. ~·ihicn or the following number~is the best estimate or the correct 
answer? 
a. $15 .. b. $12 .. 50 Co $17. 
Review of Exercise 6 
III. In the following problems there is some information missingo See if 
you can tell what it is, and add facts that would make the solution 
of the problem possible. Write your statements on the line at the end 
ot ea,ch problem. 
1. Tom picked 12 bo:xes of strawberries in the morning and 15 boxes 
1n the afternoon. He sold them for 35 cents a box. Did he earn 
enough money to buy a pair of roller skates which he had seen 
advert.ised? 
2. 
, In making a dress Lois needed li yards of braid for the loops 
which formed the buttonholes. How much braid did each loop require? 
3o Two remnants, each containing li yards, could be purchased for 40 
cents a yard. V/111 that be enough material for a two-piece dress? 
4. Kenneth is going to put in a concrete walk in front of his house. 
He figured that he needed 5 bags ot cement which cost $.80 a bag, 
and 100 lbs. of sand costing ~4 a ton. How much more money does 
he need? 
5o 1\ map of the United States is drawn to the scale of 1" to 250 miles. 
How many miles apart are Boston, Massachusetts and Detroit, M1chiean? 
6. Jean wants to make curtains for her room. She has $2. The material 
that she would like to buy costs ~.40 a yard. Has she enough money? 
E:AERCISE 8 
TRYING Tr!O RF..ADII\IGS WITH DIFF:i:REIJT AI!-.~S 
:r.he f'irs t time that you read a problem try to picture the story that is b~ing 
'~old., I:r possible, imagine yourself as one of the people whom the problem 
concerns. Do not pay attention to the numbers, but just try to get the general 
idea ot the problem. 
Read the problem a· second time, noticing all the details and· numbers. Think 
carefully how you will piece each part together to complete the puzzleo 
Try reading these problems in this way. Then answer the questions which follow. 
1. A nlane left Boston at 8: 05 A •. h1. ,It reached New York 1 hour and 40 minutes 
later. It was 20 minutes behind schedule because of a tog .. .A.t what time was 
it due to arrive in New York? 
A. During your first reading of this problem you will notice that you are 
told three things. See if you can find them in the following listo 
Place a check mark bet'ore the i t,ems 1.1hich you think are correcto ( } lo The time that the'plane left Boston. 
( ) 2. The time that it arrived in New York. 
( ) 3. The t.ime that it was scheduled to arrive in New York. 
( ) 4. The length of time that the trip took. 
( } 5. The number of minutes tl~t the plane was delayed because of fog. 
( ) 6. The rate ot speed at which the plane traveled. 
( ) 7. The number of passengers on the plane.· 
B. Read the problem a second time noticing the numbers, and seeing how they 
fit into the picture. that you have formed in your mind. The numbers are 
used correctly in three of the t'ollowing 'statementso Check the ones that 
c. 
you th~nk are righto ' 
( 1 L. 
( ) &..o 
( ) 3. 




The trip from Boston to New York took 1 hr. and 40 min. 
·.:'he plane was 20 minutes ahead of schedule. 
The plane left Boston at 8:05 A. M. 
The plane was 20 minutes late in arriving at New York. 
There was a ,20 minutes delay in the starting time. 
you have seen how all the parts of the problem fit in the right 
make a complete picture, tell in your own words how you would 




II. Mr. Perldns is taking a motor trip. He has already driven 450 miles. 
He has. traveled i ot the distance that ·he ~lans to go. How many miles 
does his trip include? · 
A. ·~·Jhat are th~ three facts that you loom from. the first re ad1ng ot 
this problem? 
In the following l$st che.ok the ones that are correct. ( ) 1. The number of miles that Mr. Perkins plans to travel. ( ) 2. The tractional part of the trip that still bas to be covered. ( ) 3. The number ot miles that he has already driven. ( ) 4. The :traction that is equal to the number of miles that he has 
. already driven. . 
( ) 5. The fact that 1~. Perkins 1s taking a motor trip. 
B. Read the problem a second ti~, noticing the numbers dnd the part 
they pla~ in making the picture complete. · 
In the following statements check the !Y!2, which use the numbers 
correctly. · · ( ( 1. i..1r. Perkins has completed 450 miles of his journe·y. ( ) 2. "He ha's already driven l of the total num.ber ot miles that he 
plans to travel. ( ) ~. He has traveled all bpt i of his total number of miles. ( ) 4. He plans to drive 450 miles altogether. 
c. Tell in your own words how you would tind the number of miles that 
his trip included. 
Review 
Use the information which rou have learned in previous lessons in 
solving this. problem, , · 
III. Kenneth is making 5 new shelves for his bookcase. His father gave him 
a piece ot wood that was Just the right width, and in length it was 
12 f'eet. It ~e outs ott five pieces, eaoh 2 tt. 3\in. l.ong, what will 
be the length of the wood that is lett? · 
A. Fil~ing in the blanks in the following sentences w1~1 help you to · 
see tbe proble~ as a whole picture. Notice the importane.e of' each 
part of the probletn betore.trying to solve it. 
1. Kenneth is going to make _ selves for his • • 
2. His fa tb.er gave him a piece of wood that is jusi ifie richt ---· 
3, The length ot the·wood 1s feet. 
~. Each shelf is to be ?t. - · in. long. 
5. I am asked to find the length ot tEe wook that is atter 
the 5 pieces have been cut ott. 
a. Pla·ce a ob,eck mark ·before the correct 'answer to each or the 
following questions, 
1. In solving this problem the first s ~P would be to; . · 
· ( ) a. divide 12 tt, by ;a tt. 3 1n.· 
( ) b. multiply 2 tt. 3 in. by 5. · ( ) c. divide 12 ft. by.5. 
2o The second step would be to: ( ! a. subtract ll tt. 3 in. trom 12 tt • 
. ( . b. divide .12 tt. by 4. ( . c. multiply 2 tt. 3 in. by 2 ~ 
E..t\ERCISE 9 
I ...... :as ~
f.RAyTICE IN. R:E:ADI:tfg. GROUPS OF WORDS 
I~ you can form the habit at reading groups or words carefully, and thinkins 
about their meaningt it will help you to solve problems more accuratelyo · 
~ Read this problem carefully. Then answer the questions listed below. 
I. To encourage them in. their work, the salesmen in the Wright-Bros. Store 
receive a lo% oommiss1on on all sales oYer $100. During the month or 
1vlarch~ Llr. Ross sold $765 worth of goods. \1hat will his commission be? 
1. ~ite the group or words that tells why the salesmen ~ere given a 
eotnm1ssion. 
. 
Write the group or words that tells what per cent commission the 
salesmen receiTe. 
s. ih•i te the group of words that tells on what sales they receive a 
cornmissiono 
44 What group of words is not necessary for the solution o~ the problem? 
5o What group of words tells the value _or ~hat Jlr. Ross so1d? 
6 .. ~/hat sentence states the problem? 
II. Care.ful reading' or a problem is very neoessary because even one word often 
changes the meaning • .Notice how the_under~ined words change the.rneaning 
ot the rollo•ing p~oblems. 
Ao At·-a January sale the list price of a chair was $45. The rate ot 
discount was·5%. How much money would you save by buying the chair 
at this sale? 
1 .. Finding out how 1nuch you would save is the same as finding the ____ .. 
2. Cheek the solution which you consiner besto · 
'ro solve the problem you would: ( ) a. find 5% o~ ~45. 
{ ) b. tind 5% of W45, and then subtract the answer 
from $45. ( ) c. rind 95% of .$45. 
i1.t a January sale tha list price of a chair is ;;1;45. If the rate of 
discount ia 5%~ how much will. you have to ~ for the chair? 
1 .. ]'inding out how much you will have to ~ is the same as :finding 
the • . 
2. Check the solution which you consider bast. 
To solve the problem you .would: 
( ) a. t1nd 5% of ~45. 
( } b4 find 65% of ~45. 
( ) co find 5~~ of $45, .and then subtract the answer 
from 045. 
B. Mary is 12 years old. and her sister Helen is 15. Express the ra.tio of' 
Mary•s age to Helen•a as a fraction in s~plest form. 
1. Express means to o 2. S_imples t form mea_n_s __ -_-_______ o . 
3. Ratio means .. 
4. V/hen the ratio Is written as a common traction before it is reduced, it 
will be • 
5. When the ratio is written as a fraction in si~plest form 9 it will be ____ o 
Mary is 12 years old, and her sis t·er Helen is 15 years old. Express the 
ratio of Helen 9 s age to Mary's as a .rraction in simplest form. 
Co Mr., Brown is an agent for the Biddle Publishing Company. He recei ve·e a 
commission of 2o% on each ot his sales9 How much money will he receive 
when his sales amount to :jji200? · · - · 
lo Notice how the w~r~ .sale has different meanings. In this problem it 
means the act of sal'fing an. article, but in problem A it mea~s 13elling a 
supply of goods for le·ss than the regular price .. 
2. Check the best solution to problem· C. 
To solve this problem you would: . 
( ) a .. find 20% ot 4P200~ and subtract the answer front $200., 
( ) b ~- find 20% of -~200. ·· · ·. 
( ) c~ find 80% of ~200. . 
Urp Brown-is an agent tdr the Biddle Publishing Company. He ~eoeives a 
commission of 20% on·eaah or his sales. How much ·mon~y will the companz 
receive when his sales ·amount to ~200? 
1. Check the best solution to this problem. 
To solve this problem y6·u would~· 
( ) a o find 20% of 4it200o · 
( } b .. tind 20% of $200 0 and subtract tba answer trom jl200. ( ) o .. find 80% ot'$200, and. subtract the an.swer from ~200. 
Do David now has ~117 in the bank, ·!!E.i ·a year ago he had $30. How much money 
he wi t'i:idFawn? · · 
la. Your attention is called t·o ·the present time when you ·see the word .. 
2., You know that the previous statement i"s ·being changed wmn· you see "r'tiie-e--
word ., · · · · · · .. 
3., You thenk of the past when you see the wo:rd ·· ·· .. ; · 
4 .. To take out money :f'rom your account in the bank is to it .. 
5. To aolv,.e tb~s .. ~z:o?lem you 'wotild u~ the following ·process: 
Eo Robert and his brother a:re just the opposite in their ba.'oitso They were given 
$10 apie~e~ Robert ·tmmedia"t~lt put his In the bank, but "his brother Spj!nt his .. 
1. You think of something entirely different wmn you see the word o 
2. You know that each bOll received $10 when you q·ae·a "'t1ie -word -· : ·· 
3 .. You know that something was done right away when you see the word ____ .. 
4.. What do you: "'think Robe:rt 9 s _·brother· did w1 th :his money? 
F ~ In September Betty had {JlO. 75 in the bank. ·~ she }las $15.25 in her ace ount., 
Her ~resen~ amount is how"muah mpre tban the amount that she had in September? 
1. Your attention is called to the ·present when ycii.i ··aEi'e -the word a 
a. To find out how much more one number 1s than another you would o 
3. Eer present amount means the amomt that. she has right · o-----
G. Betty had .Wl075 in the bank in September. She now has fl5.25. Her :first 
a;nount was how much less than her second? 
1. You think of one number as being smaller than the other when you see 
the words • 
2. To solve this problem you would ------· 
H. Janet bought 15 hens. Then her uncle 'gave her 5 more. But the next week 
3 of the hens died. She sold all the hens that she had-raft for ~;5. 25 each. 
now much money did she receive from the sale of the hens? 
1. You know that Janet spent some money when you see the word • 
2. You know that something else happened when you see the word---------. 
3. You know that something different happened when you see the wora _, ____ • 
4. \'/hen you see the word , you know that Janet received some money. 





Read the following problem carefully to get a general idea of the whole 
problem. Think about the steps that you vrill use in order to solve 1 t. 
Head it a second time, noticing the details and numbers. 
III. ()n the first of July Betty's father and mother were taking her to camp • 
.L~t the railroad station her father bought 2 round ... trip tickets at ~;7 .. 50 
each, and 1 one-way ticket tor $4. How much change should he receive 
from 2 ten dollar bills? 
Ao In the following list check the facts that this problem t?lls you. 
( ) 1. The kind of tickets that Betty's father bought. 
{ ) 2. Betty was going to camp and her parents were accompanying her. 
(·) 3. Her father was buying the tickets at the stationo 
( ) 4. Her parents were afraid to let her travel alone. 
( } 5o Betty did not ·want a round-trip ticket because she was going to 
drive home with friends. 
B. Check the statements in which the numbers are used as they are used in 
the problem. · . 
( ) 1. i4 was the cost of a round-trip ticket for a child. 
( ) 2.. ~?l. 50 was the price of one round-tri.? ticket. 
( ) 3. Betty's f~ther used 2 ten dollar bills to pay for the tickets. 
· ( ) 4.. The price of a ·one-way ticket was .J4.. · 
{ } 5o· Betty's father paid for the tickets with one bill. 
( ) 6o Two tickets, at .~7.50 each. were purchased .. 
c .. '].lhis is a three-step problem. Rxplain how you would do each step, and 
then lvork out the problem. .. 












Fil>IDING IliDDEN ~UESTIONS 
Problems are not always stated simply. Vle often have to be good detectives 
to find the "hidden questions" before we can solve the problem suecessfully. 
The following problems will help you to develop keennass in finding these 
"hidden questions" which are so important to tbe correct solution of the 
.problem. 
1. During his $umm.er vacation I4alcolm. worked in his uncle's store" He was 
paid ~18 a week. He also received 4% ot the ·~mount of all sales that he 
made. One week he sold $150 worth or goods. What was his salary that 
week? 
A. Supplying the missing words in the following sentences will help you 
in solving the problem. 
1. The word tells you tbat Malcolm will receive more than !.""---jj,l8 a week. 
2. His salary each week was neTer less than -------- dollars. 
3. During the week mentioned in the problem, the amount ar walcolm's 
sales were dollars. 
4 .. His rate of commission was ___ per cent. 
B .. Place a checlt mark betore each ot the •'hidden questions" which must 
be answered before the problem can be solvedo . 
( ) lo How much money was Malcolm always paid, even when he didn't sell 
any goods? 
( ) 2o .~nat is 4% or $150? 
( ) 3. 'Vihat was the amount of i;.al<) o 1m.' s sales that week? 
( ) 4. v1hat is· 42/b of $18? 
( ) 5o What is the sum of Malcolm's co~n1ss1on and ~18? 
( ) 6. How much more than ~18 was his commission? 
Co Underline the correct word in the following sentenceo 
The number of steps necessary for the solution of this problem. is 
( one~ two, three~ } 
II. The twenty-one pupils in a seventh grade were planning a I!allo17een 
party. They decided to buy the following rei'reshments: 
2 d~z. cookies at ~.zo a dozen 2i qt. of ice cream at ~.50 a pint 
3 lb. of candy at ~.40 for 6 oz. 
5 large bottles of tonic at ~.;20 a bottle 
They wer~ to share the cost equally. How much did each pupil pay? 
Place a check mark before the "hidden questions" which must be 
answered before this problem can be solved. 
l~ ~hat is the cost of 2 doz. cookies? 
2. How many pints are there in a quart? 
-
3. ·.ihat does one large bottle of tonic cost? 
4. How will you find the cost of 5 bottles of tonic when you know 
the cost of one? 
5. Shou1d the children order larger quantities ot each item? 
-
Oo ~Jhen you know the cost of one quart of ice cream, how will you 
find the cost .of 2t quarts? 
'lo How many l,unces are there in a pound? 
8. \;hat will one small bottle of tonic cost? 
-
_ 9. If 8 oz. of candy cost i.40, what will 16 oz.t or l lb.; cost? 
__ 10. When you. know the cost of one pound of candy, how will you find 
the cost of three pounds? 
ll. \1h1ch is the least expensive item? 
-
_12. ~~hat ·will be the total cost of the P.arty? 





Translating Sentences into MatheiJW.tical Symbols 
Read these problems oare:tu11y. Each one requires one or m.ore :processes 
in its solution. At the end of each problem write the process or 
processes in the order in which you would use them. virite "r for addition, 
--tor subtractiont ~ for division, and x ~or multiplication. Blank 
spaces have been substituted ror numbers. 
l. You sell __ magazines and receive a commission of __% on the amount 
of your sales. To find your commission, what process would you ~e? __ 
2o You know that your product is _ and that your mul. tiplicand is _o 
You want to find.the multiplier. :That process is needed?----
3o You know how·much money you had when you went shopping. You know how 
much you spent for each article, and how many articles you purchasedo 
How will you tind out how much money you should have lert? and ~ 
4. A dealer bas ___ pounds of eoal which he is going to put in·oags eaoh 
eonta1n1ng lbs. How will he rind out the number of bags that he 
will need?-
---
You know the temperature for each ot the 31 days in llfay o How can you 
find the average temperature? and ------
6~ You know the cost of two articles. How can you find out how much lass 
one is than the other? __ _ 
7. You know the weight of two boxes. How can you find the difference in 
their weight? __ _ 
8. You know the number of players on a team and the weight of each 
player. now. can you find tbe average weight o-t the players? _ and _ 
9. If you know the weight or a truck containing tons of coal, how can 
you find the weight of the truck alone? --
10. It you know the separate distances that two boys walked, how can you 
find out how much farther one boy walked than the other? 
EXERCISE 11 
CRITICAL RT.!!ADIN"G 
Very often in your 11fe you have to m.al<:e decisions. It is important that 
you make wise ones. These problems will help you to become critical in your 
thinking. Learn to consider both' sides of a question before drawing conclu-
sions. 
I. A television set costs 4Ji225 it you pay cash for it. If you buy 1 t "on t1me r1 
it will cost ~38 down and ~12 a month for 17 months. How much more will yo~ 
have to pay it you buy it on the installment plan? 
A. Placo a Ch$ck mark before the best ahswer~ 
To buy an article "on time" means: 
_ 1. that you pay each installment on the day 1 t ie due. 
__ 2o that you pay a certain amount when you purchase the article, and 
th~ balance oter a given period of time •. 
__ 3. that you purc~ase an articl~ when you have the greatest need for it 
Bo If you were buying this television s~t.·which or t~ following plans do 
you think would be ·~:!. more economical use ot your money? 
lo Save a certain amount ot money each week until you had the full 
-- amount with which to purchase the set. 
2. Buy the set on tne installment plan, enjoying it evan though you 
-- we~e paying a carrying charge. 
c. Notice tne different ways in which the word install is used in the· 
following sentence~. Then write an original sentence using the word as 
it is used in the language of arithmetico · 
1. The electric!~ installed a new set of lights in that room. 
2Q The 1-nst&lla:Gion ot the new organ was a qause · ot' joy to the organist. 
3. The installing of the loud speaker was not a.di.ffiault task., 
iJri te your sentence on tre following line. 
D .. After thinking about the way in whicb the word install is used 1n the 
above sentences, what would you say would be a good definition or it? 
Write your definition on the following line. 
E.. Writ~ the. steps that you would use in solving this pr~blemo Since it is 
a three-at·!')!) problem, there are two "hidden ·que~tions to f'1nd, 
Answering these que~tion.s will help you to decide what.ateps to use .. 
step l .. 
step 2 .. 
step 5~ 
II. hlr. Victor owns a sporting goeds store. He figures that his overhead 
expense~ are 10 % or the cost. It he buys baseballs at $10 a dozen, and 
sells them at ~1.25 apiece, what will be his profit on one dozen? 
A. Place a cheek mark before the best answer. 
1. Overhead expenses mean: 
a. the loss when goods are damaged. 
-- b. the loss when goods are not sold. 
=c .. the bills for heat, light, rent, salaries. etc. 
2 .. In order to make a pro.fi t Mr. Vic tor must be sure that: 
a. he purchases articles that the people will want to buy. 
-b. his selling price is greater than his cost plus his · 
- overhead., 
__ c. he keeps his overhead expenses as low as possible. 
B. Place a check mark before the correct answer. 
1. What does the problem ask you to find? 
a. Mr. Victor's profit on one dozen baseballs. 
- b. His profit on one baseball. 
c. The per cant ot profit on the cost. 
d. The gross cost. 
2. Since this is a fourcstep problem. there are three "hidden 
quest1ons~n What are they? 
a. ~1hat is the cost ot one baseball? 
b. What are the overhead expenses on one dozen baseballs? 
c. What is his profit on one baseball? 
·=d. Hhat is his gross cost(cost plus overhead)? 
e .. What is the selling price of one doz~n baseballs? 
fa \ihat is his profit on one dozen baseballs? 
-
c. In the following list you· wil1 find the four steps that are needed 
to solve this problem. Place the number of the step in ·the 
parenthesis in rront of the statementa 
( ) l· Find the selling price of one dozen,baseballs by 
multiplying 4jil.25 by 12 ... 
( ) .2. li,igure the overhead expenses by multiplying ~10 by .10. 
( ) 3o Find tbe profit by subtracting the gross cost trom the 
selling pric~ of one dozen baseballs •. 
( ) 4. Find the gross cost by adding the cost of one dozen 
baseballs and the overhead expenses. 
D. ,Jhen you have round the profit_ decide whether it is reasonable or 
unreasonableo If you know anyone who owns a store, ask him what his 
profit usually amounts to. . 
In your opinion. what is a reasonable profit? 







Show that you remember what you learned in the last lesson by supplying the 
missing words and finding "hidden questions" in the following exercise. 
III. The three .Tones children received a check for $50 :from their Uncle 
Charles. Each of the two older children was to be given ~p20 apiece. 
The baby, Paul, was to receive the remainder .. What :per cent of the 
whole amount did Paul receive? 
A. Supplying the missing words in the following sentences will help 
you in solving the problem. 
1 • The 1"1tty dollars was to·be divided among the children. 
---
2. ltach of the two older children was to receive dollars. 
---
3. The word remainder means the amount that is 
----· 
4. Paul's share of tbe money will be ___ dollars. 
B. Place a check mark bef'ore the "hidden questions" which must be 
answered before the problem can be solved. 
~ l ~: 
( ) 3. 
{ ) 4o 
How much money did the children's uncle send them? 
~hat was the total runount to be given to the two older children? 
What per cent of the whole amount did the oldest child receive? 
What per cent or the whole amount did Paul receive? 
EXERCISE 12 
;.The problems in this exercise will give you practice in the skills which 
you have learned in some of the previous lessonso Show that you have become 
a better reader by answering the questions correctly. 
J 1~ John weighed 97 lbs. Tom weighed 108 lbs., but during the basketball 
season he lost five pounds. John's weight remained the same. Is To~;'$ 
weight ~qual to, greater than; or less than John's? 
L 
A. Notice how the word "equaln_ .. is used in the f'ollowin6 senteneeso ')}hen 
write an original sentence using the word "equal" as it is \used in 
problems .. 
lo Because he was strong, he was equal to lifting the heavy container. 
2~ I~ the scale is to balance, the weight on each side must be ~tual. 
3. Pupils of equal ability were selected to take part in the con est. 
Write your aente~ce on the following line. 
4. After observing the way in which the word equal is used in the 
aboTe sentences, what would be a good definition of 1t? Write 
your definition on the following line. 
a. Underline the process that you would use to solve this-problem. 
add subtract mul t.ipl.y divide 
c. Cheek all correct stater~nts. 
( ) 10 
( ) 2. 
( ) 3. 
( ) 4 .. 
Even when Tom lost 5 lbso, his weight was still greater than 
·John's .. 
It Tom lost 11 lbs., his weight would be equal to John's. 
~ohn's weight is less than Tom's .. 
After Tom lost 5 lbs., his weight was the same as John's .. 
I •. > 
~ . 
I 
READii~G SIGNS AND SYISBOLS 
II. ~'re must be ta.miliar with the meanings of signs and symbols used in 
mathematics if we are to be successful in rea,ding proble:-ns., 
Study the meaning of each of the following signs and symbols, and then 
do. the exercises that follow. 
+ means to addo 
-means to subtract. 
+means to divide. 
xmeans to multiply. % means per cent. $ means dollars. · 
¢ means cents. 
€ll means "at." 













the square of the radiuao 
:feet. 
inches. 
pi and aquals 3 .. 14 or 
3 1/7 .. 
In each ot the sentences in Column I, there is a word underlined. 
In Column II there is a symbol that stands for each underlined word. 
Tirite the number of the symbol on the blank space in front of the 
sentence containing the correct word. You will need to usa some of the 
symbols more than once. Fold your paper so that you cannot see the 
meanings of the symbols on the upper half of the pageo 
COLUi'!ill I COLill.IIN II 
a. What Ier cent of 7 is 3? lo ,,1 iO 
b .. Whats the cost of 3 yards of cloth~ 2o e 
- 45 cents a yard? 3. n 
c ... That baseball bat cost three dollars. 4. L do How many jnches a·re there in a yard? 5o @ 
e. The cost of the book was 75 cents. 6o 
t. Find the square of a radius si% inches long. 7. if 
-go ~hat is the Rroduct of 7 and 27? 8~ :X 
h. Change 36 inches to teet. 9. A 
ia ahat is the volume of that cube? 10. ~ 
- 161 % eguals one-sixth. . 114 ¢ 
- jo k. There are 90 degrees in a right angle. 12 .. + 
-lo There are 180 degrees in a triangle. 13. 4) 
- m. ,-:hat does 6 times 19 equal? 14. -+· 
n. Draw an angle of 45 degrees. 15. = 
- How many feet are there in 3 yards? 16. r~ Oo 
- Subtract 360 from 674o 17 0 "tl"' 
-Po 
- q. The Greek symbol "pi" e·quals 3.14 or 3 1/7. 
-
r. Divide 268 by 3o 
3o Fifteen Rlus ten equals twenty tiveo 
~-
~ 
III. Richard bought a second-hand bicycle for ~8.50. He then purchased new 
tires at ~1.95 each. After putting on the new tires, he decided to sell ' 
the bicycle;. n•. would like to make a profit of' ~:4. What will. his 
selling price have to be? 
Ao P1aee a cheek mark berore tl~ correct answer. 
lo ·;:hat does the problem ask you to find? 
( ) 1. The amount of money that Richard spent. 
{ ) 2o The cost of the tires. 
( ) 3. The selling price of the bicycle. 
2. ~lbat are the two "hidden questions" in the problem? 
( ) 1. How much profit will he make? 
( ) 2. What will the two tires cost? 
( ) 3. What will his selling price have to be? 
( ) 4. r:ha t will be the total cost or too bicycle and the 
two tires? 
3. In order to make a prot1 t of ~~4.oo, the selling price will have 
to be four dollars more than the cost of the plus the 
cost of the • 
4. There are three s tet>s to this. problem. Wr1 te the· steps on the 
foJ.lowing line&. ·· 
Step lo 
Step 2~ 
Step 3 .. 
5. Do you think that the profit Richard wanted to make was 









I. Recently a high school donducted a magazine campaign. The students held 
a contest to see which class could sell the most subscriptions. Tivery-
one tried to b~ a good salesman, as the money was to be used for very 
worthwhile purposes.. By reading the graph you can tell how well each 
class succeeded. 
HESULTS OJ! l!u\GAZINE CAl\li'AIGN 
110 203 101 102 112 205 204 103 202 206 201 
Classes Taking Part in Contest 
1. that is the t1 tle o·r this graph? 
2. How much money is represented by each space on the scale? 







Room 110 collected half as much money as Room -------0 
The class which almost won the contest was Room o 
Room 202 collected twice as much as.Room o -----
How much did Room 205 collect? ~~~-
Room 201 won the oontes~ by collecting ~-----· 
About ~~68 was collected by Room • 
10., The highest amount to be collected by any one class was $ 
---
I! .. _ A map ot the Un1 ted States ~- drawn to the scale of 1" to 248 miles .. 
. r:t two ci t(es are 4 inches· apart on ·the map, how many miles apart 
are they? 
A, study the illustration given below. 
. j_ . I II ' I II I u ,. t'' 
!l. '1-r mi. .i.Ji.? m'1, :>.iJ-e- mi. -,_.v-e m\. 
B .. Place a chec·k mark in the parenthesis before tlle number which you 
consider is a reasonable estimate o~ the distance between the two 
cities .. 
( ) 820 mi. ( } 900 mi. ( ) 1000 mi. ( ) 940 mi.. 
c" In estimating an answer, it is quicker it you consider that ~48 is 
almost 250 mileso Since 1" equals about 250 miles, 4" would equal 
times 250 milesG 
-
D. By multiplying 4 times ____ miles. you will find the exact distanc~ 
between the two cities .. 
E. Compare your exact answer with the one that you estimated., Was your 
·estimate a fair one? 
F. Do you think that your answer is reasonable? 
III. Yesterday Jane deposited $50 in the bank .. She will gat 2% interest. 
In one year what will her principal and inter.est amount to? 
A .. Supply the miss1ns words in the following sentences. 
l. rrhe ~50 in this problem is called the 
2~ 2% is the or interest. -----· 
3. ]'inding 2% of' ;w5o will give you the -:---.,...~-· 
4. Adding the principal and tbe interest will give you the o 
----
BQ Place a check mark before the oorrect answer to each or the 
:following questions. 
1. In solving this problem tlle first thing to do woulQ. be to: 
( ) a.. find 2% o~ ~50. 
( ) b. a~d the interest and ths principal. { ) c •. find the amount • 
. 2 .. Tbe second step would be to: ( )) a .. subtract $1 trom $50. 
( b. add· $1 and $50. ( ) c. subtract the interest from the principalo 
EXERCISE 14 
I .. .tr.~arie wanted to buy a radio that cost oli;35 .. Her uncle agreed to lerid her 
· the money at 4% interest., He gtiVe her 6 months in ¥.ihich to pay., How much 
did ..:.1ar1e. owe her uncle at tre end of the. 6 months? 
A. What information does this problem give you? 
Check all the statements which you consider correct. 
( } 1. The interest that Marie will h.1ve to pay .. 
{ ) 2. Tbe tact that £./Iarie wanted to buy a radio. 
( ) 3. Tm amount tha. t Marie will have to pay when the loan is due o 
( ) 4. Her uncle will lend her the money. but she will have to pay 
interest. 
( ) 5. sm would have ·to pay more interest if sm borrowed the money 
from the bank. 
B .. Check the statements in which tre numbers are used correctly .. 
( ) 1.. The price of the radio is .~35. 
( ) 2 .. The rate of interest is 4%. 
{ ) 3. You cannot borrow money at a lower rate tmn 4%r~ 
( ) 4. The interest for 6 months will be half the interest f'or one year. 
c. Tell in yoj1r own words hem you would solve the probl,.em. 
Step 1. 
Step· 2. 
II. Joan bas started a vegetable garden. Sbe finds tbat it takes her 15 
minutes to set out~lO tomato plants. If she works steadily at this 
rate :!'rom 9:50 A., 1.1 .. to 10:45 A. Mo, how many plants will she be able to 
set out? 
A .. "Supply the ;aissing words in tbe following sentences., This will help 
you to uaderstand tbe problem better .. 
1., I must . 9:30 from 10:45 to find out how long Joan worl{ed .. 
2o Joan can set out 10 plants every minutes., 
3. I must find out how many times ---ni'inutes is contained in the 
total amount of time that she worked .. 
4 .. How many minutes a:rn there from 9:30 A. M.. to 10:45 A .. M .. ? 
B. Place a check mark before the "hidden questions'' that must be answered 
before the problem can be solved. 
( } 1 .. How long is 1 t from 9: 30. A. ~JL, to 10: 45 A. 111 .. ? 
( ) 2. How many plants did Joan buy altogether? 
( } 3. If she works twice as fast, hem many plants can she set out? ( ) 4o How many m.inut es are there in an hour? 




III. Hr. Jones earns ~4000 a year., In order to use his money wisely~ 
he has worked out the following budget .. Study the way in which 









Development would include .. ;$~ch. items as education, ohari t~r, amusements 
books and magazines, etce 
1. Considering his salary, do you think Mr. Jones is saving enouc;h 
money? G1 ve a reason for your answer. 
2. Not counting his savings, do you think there is any item that 
should be given a la.rser percentage of' his income? 
Give a reason· for your answer. 
3. If an em.'i)rgenc y arose. which items could be l'e duced? 







5., Plan a budget that will guide you in the use of your allovmnce., 
CALLING ALL AIDS 
-
In sol:wing these problems ·11ry to use all the reading skills which you have 
2,[la<.rn.ed in th® previous exercises. The pennant ia within reach of the boy 
o~ girl wb.o works diligently .. · 
Io.Joyce's father wants to buy a linoleum tor the floor of a new playroom 
which ha has m~de tor h1s children. The roo~ is 9' wide and 12• long. 
At ·~~1 .. 25 a sq. yd., ho'itl muoh will the linoleum cost? 
Ao E$t1mate your answer. 
Bo Cheok the tacts tbat you know from your first reading ot the problem .. 
( ) 1 .. TlW mea surament of the tl ~91' in f't:Je t. 
( ) 2. The cost of the linoleum a sq. ft. 
( ) 3. The number of sq. ft .. in a sq. yd .. ( ) 4 .. The eost of one sq. yd. of linoleum. 
{ ) 5·. The number of sq. :tt. in the room.. 
C9 Check the facts that use the numbers ·as they are used in the problema 
( ) 1. The linoleum costs ijjll .. 25 a yd.. · 
( ) 2. The floor is 9 :ft. by 12 tt. 
( ) 3. The linoleum costs ~~1.25 a sq. yd. 
( ) 4. The linoleum ooa ts ~rl .. 25 a sq. :tt '~ 
D .. On the following line write the question which the problem asks a 
L .. In the following list check the "hidden questions"wh1ch you mus "'IIi 
answer betore solving the problem. 
( ) l. ~1hat is the cost of the linoleum per yard? 
{ ) 2. .~hat is the a.r·ea 0 r the floor? 
( ) 3. How many sq. ft. are there in a sq. yd.? 
( ) 4. How many sq. inohes are there in. a sq. ft.? 
( } 5. How will I change sq. ft. to sq. yd~? 




Step 3 .. 
G .. Co.mpute the problem, and then compare your answer with the one that 
you estimated. 
VIas your estimate a good one? 
Is your answer reasonable? 
II. l'Iext epring Mary would like to have a circular garden. She plana to 
have a diameter of 4 yds. What will be the oiromaference of her garden? (use 3.14 for 1r) How many sq. yds. will her garden contain? 
A. Study the drawing at the right. 
Then till in the blanks in the 
rollowing sentences. Seleot 
your words tram the list given 
below. You will need to use 
some of the words mora than once. 
l. The in this circle is 
4 yards. 
2. The is half the length 
or the diameter. 
3. The distance around the circle 
is called the • 
4.. A garden is round in 
shape. 
5. The is twice the size of 
the radius. 
6. You can f'1nd the circumference 
ot any object. 
List ot Jords 
circular o 1rownferenc e radius diameter 
B. How many yards will there be in the circumference of the garden? 
C .. Finding how many sq. yds. the garden contains is the same as findi'ii'{; 
t~ • . 
D. How many sq. yds. are there in the garden? 
I 0 
III. In triangle ABC; angle A equals 50°, and angle B equals 60 • How many 
degrees are there in angle OJ 
A. studying tha illustration at the 
right will give you a picture ot 
this oroblem.. 
1111 ln the blanks in the follow-
ing sentences. Seleot your words 
from tho list given below. You 
will need to use some of the words 
and symbols more than onoe. 
lo There are 180 ..:..in a triangle. 
2. The symbol. for a triangle is _. 
3. is the symbol for an angle. 
4. x-triangle 1s a ___ sided figure. A 
5. To find the number of degrees in angle o, you would ____ _ 
sum of angle A and angle B from degrees. 
6 .. The symbol for degrees is • 
7. An is the fit;ure formed by two lines that meet. 
a. There are · angles in a tr~angle. 
!->J.s t of :iot:ds ~ Symbols . 
three 6. .. 180 L subtract 
B. How· many degrees are there in angle C? 
How could you prove your answer? 
the 
REVIEW 
Let us see it we have reached the goal which we set for ourselves by 
answering all the questions in this final lesson correctly. Are you 
ready to receive the pennant? 
I. In this proble& ~hera is some 1nfo~t1on given that is not needed in 
the solution or the problom. nri~e the unnecessary information on the 
blank line below, the problem.-
A man has a salary of ~3000 a year. He saves 30% of it, investing oneo 
sixth ot his savinga in defense bonds~ ahd placing the rest in his 
savings account. How much does he apend in a year? 
---·------------ --~-.-· .... ·---· ___ ...,. 
Il. ln this problemmore information is needecl before the problem can bo 
solvad. Decide what tact is missing. and write it on tbe blank line 
below the problem. 
-If the a"terage 11 fe ot a textbook 1e t1 ve years, wb.a t does 1 t cost a 
board ot education to supply a pupil with his history teJttbook for one 
year? 
-II~ What are the key words in this problem? 
A man is paid ~6.40 tor 9 hours• work. How much is be paid tor 3 hours' 
work? 
lteY word, ___ .....__ 
IV~ In this problemt show that you understand the meaning of the underlined 
word by using 1t in a sentence that 1s not connected with the problem. 
B111, Joe, and Jim made $55 last summer selling old papers, They div+d&d 
the money eguallz. What was each boy•s share? 
llow much change 1s left from ~20 if you pay $5.50 
~1.59 tor balls, and ~5.25 for tennis shoes? 
Step 1~==-=-==-=-=-~====,~----------~~------------------~-== 
Step 2------==~-----------------------------=---------------------------
VI!. Reading groups o:!' words and noticing the importance of certain words. 
;:rr~ Blythe reOE; 1 vas a. sala:;;J :::f ;<;.e ; weak and a colll111ss ion of 6$~ on 
the amount -of l11s wec:kly sales over ilt)200. \Vhat would be his total 
salary ror a weok in which his.~al~s a~ounted to ~450? 
A. 1. What 3roup of words tells you how much :;rr .. Blythe is sure to 
earn each wet;;k? · 
2 .. ~Vhat g'Foup oz words tells you 'iib2 t Xie z-eeeivea a "eer:OO:ia'l X>e:~e· 
of com ilission·~ 
3. What words tell you the length of time tba t is oonsider ed in 
~igur1ng his oo.m:.11ss1on? · 
4 ..... ,~hat word ll18kea 1 t clear that his sales must be more than :if200 
if he-rs-to receive a coDnission? 
5. What word tells you that one step in solving the problem ~ill be 
to ada-r-
B. 1. How many nhidd.en questionsn ·are thent in this problem? 
List them in the correct order. 
2v llow ~ny steps are necessary for t;h.e solution of the problem? 
Wr1 te the steps in the ordeJ' in whi oh fOU would use them. -
,, 
VIII. Read these statements critically. 
If you had your choice, which ot the fol~owing positions would 
you prefer: 
__ 1. A clerk in a store earning a regular salary or $35 a week. 
2. A salesman receiving a commission of 10% of the amount of your 
sales. · 
a. Give reasons for your choic$. 
b. Botore deciding to accept the position as salesman what facts 
should you know? 
l. 




d. Would there be any disadvantages in the t1rst position? 
e. What would be the advantages in the second po~ition? 
f. Would there be any disadvantages in the second position? 
Exercises Providi 
Practice in Correct 

















CAUSES OF READING DIFFICULTIES IN PROBLEM-SOLVING 
and 
EXERCISES PROVIDING PRACTICE IN CORRECT METHODS 
Causes ot Reading Difficulty in Problem-Solving 
Supe rfi c 1a l 2. Lack of 3. Ditficul. ty 4. Inaccurate 
Reading Recognition with Interpretation 
of Relation VocabUlary of 
of Words Illustration 
• ot Prob. 
5. Failure Lack of ?. Inadequate 8. Failure to 
to Preciseness Analysis Distinguish 
Review in of Between First 
Problems Reading Problems And Second 
No. ot Pro b • 










e review problem 
The above table is a compilation of twenty-two 
research studies dating from 1925 to 1950. 
§__ IN PRoBLEM- SOLVING 
IN C ORRJCT METHODS 
n Probl -Solving 
Ina. c curate 5. Failure 6. Lack or 7. Inadequate 8. Failure to 9. Inaccurate 10. Failure 11. Lack Interpretation to Preciseness Analysis Distinguish Reading or To Find or 
ot ReTiew in of' Between First Familiar Hidden Critical Illustration Problems Reading Problems And Second Phrases Q,uesti ons Reading 
No.or Prob.S No.of Prob No. of' Prob. No. of' Pro b. 
No.ot Pro b. Sym. 
-- - - - - - - --------+----------;n 
--------- -------
..... ~--- -
on or twenty-two 
1925 to 1950. 
